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TVA Approves
Third Rate Hike
Since April '80
their 2.8 million customers in TenKNOXVILLE, Tenn. I AP) - The
nessee and parts of Kentucky.
Tennessee Valley Authority, already
Alabama. Mississippi, Virginia, North
under fire from Congress and its
Carolina and Georgia.
customers over rising electric rates,
TVA's residential rates have jumped
has approved another increase, the
32 percent in the past year, but officials
third since April 1980.
said they remain 20 percent below the
The embattled federal utility, by a 2-1
national average and below every urvote of its directors Monday, approved
ban area of the South except for
a 9.3 percent increase in its wholesale
Louisville, Ky., which has the same
rates to 160 retail distributors in seven
rates.
states effective April 1.
The boost was approved just two , TVA's industrial rates are now above
those in Atlanta, Louisville, Little
weeks before the U.S. Senate EnvironRock, Ark., and Charlotte, N.C., but
ment and Public Works Committee is
below those of seven other metropolitan
scheduled to hold oversight hearings on
areas in the South.
the agency.
Consumers who heat their homes
The hearings, the first since 1975 and
with electricity can expect their bills to
only the third in TVA's 48-year history,
rise an average of $6.52.a month for the
were ordered by Senate Majority
year and by at least $13 a month during
Leader Howard Baker in response to
December,January and February.
public outcry over a 13.2 percent rate
For TVA's largest customers, tht
increase last October and a 10.8 percent
paper mills and giant aluminum plants
jump the previous April.
which use 70 million kilowatt-hours a
The increase approved Monday will
month, the increase will add $185,000 to
raise residential consumers' retail bills
their monthly bills.
by 8.4 percent, small businesseediills
Medium-sized businesses such as
by 7.3 percent and giant industrial
plants' rates by 8.8 percent.
supermarkets, furniture plants and
small shopping centers which use
TVA fixes both its wholesale rates
400,000 kwh a month will see their bills
and the retail rates its municipal and
rise about $1,250.
rural cooperative distributors charge
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RAIL ACCIDENT - Two railroad cars loaded with corn overturned late
this morning on the tracks adjacent to Industrial Road in Murray. Railroad

Conservation Awards
Given At Banquet
Conservation poster and essay
awards, along with special honors,
were presented to several individuals
at the annual Calloway County Conservation District Award.; Banquet
Monday at Seven Seas.

CONSERVATION AWARDS - Awards given at the Calloway County Conservation District banquet Monday included (top photo, from left, front
row) Stacey Sills, third place in county and first in East poster contests;
Nicole Bazzell, second in county and first in North poster contests; Shari
Tidwell, first in county and Southwest poster contests; Richard Shane Mitchell, North essay winner;(back row) Marcia Grimes, Southwest essay winner; Mary Wallace Imes, second in county and first in Calloway Middle
essay contests; Julie Gargus, Calloway High essay winner; John Mark
Billington, first in county and Murray High essay contests;(bottom photo)
Albert Wilson, conservation district chairman; Patricia Lassiter, Calloway
Middle English teacher accepting the school's special award; Marvin
Lassiter, outstanding cooperator and master conservationist; and Dr. John
Mikulchik, honor award.

Several schools in Murray and
Calloway County participated in the
essay and poster contests, under the
theme "Trees and My Community."
Poster winners were Sheri Tidwell,
first countywide and school winner at
Southwest Calloway; Nicole Bazzell,
second countywide and school winner
at North Calloway; and Stacey Sills,
third countywide and school winner at
East Calloway.
Essay winners included Jon Mark
Billington, first countywide and school
winner at Murray High; Mary Wallace
Imes, second countywide and school
winner at Calloway County Middle;
Julie Gargus, Calloway County High
winner; Marcia Grimes, Southwest
winner; and Richard Shane Mitchell,
North winner.
First-place district winners will be
eligible for state competition.
The essay and poster contests are
sponsored by the local conservation
district, The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times.
Honor awards, given to individuals or
organizations who have given their support toward soil and water conservation
and help carry out conservation
measures or programs, were presented
to Dr. John Mikulchik, agronomy professor at Murray State Univesity;
Johnny Stockdale, adult agricultural
teacher at the Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center; and Calloway County Middle School, for having the highest
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officials at the scene refused to reveal any detaas concerning the accident.
StaH Photo Br Matt Sander,

iinside today
Lamont Sleets, Kenney Hammonds and Laura Lynn are OVC selections. Details are on Page 10. A feature on Loid Atkinson Ill, Murray
State student on the U.S. Bobsled team,appears on Page 11.

percentage participation in the contest.
It was the second consecutive year
the middle school received the honor.
Marvin.I.assiter was a double award
winner. being named the outstanding
cooperator and master conservationist.
The outstanding cooperator award is
sponsored each year by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co. and the local
district. It is presented to the landowner who has applied several conservation practices, has been very
cooperative with the district and is
aware of conserving soil and water.
The master conservationist award is
presented by the district to pay tribute
to landowners who are concerned about
the quality of our environment and who
practice the value of the good earth and
know that if it is not taken care of today,
it will be gone tomorrow.
To qualify for the award,the landuser
must have completed over 90 percent of
needed practices according to his conservation plan. Lassiter completed 91
percent of his plan.
The district is made up of a board of
supervisors, who are elected to staggered four year terms. They receive no
salary. They are Albert Wilson, chairman; Clifford White; Oveta Bogard;
C.H. Guthrie; Milton Watson; Thomas
Armstrong: and Jamie Potts.
A subdivision of the Kentucky state
government, the conservation . district
is responsible under state law for conservation work.
Focuses of attention are land, water
and related resource problems.
development of programs to solve
them; and coordination of help from all
public and private sources that can contribute toward accomplishing the
district's goals.
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Cloudy tonight with rain likely
after midnight, low in the lower
40s. Rain Wednesday with high in
the low to mid 50s
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of precipitation, mostly
in the east, on Thursday and
covering the state by Saturday.
Highs through the period will be
in the 508, with lows in the low to
mid 30s.
Lake Levels
,
Lake Barkley
354.45
Kentucky Lake
354.50
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Weaks Announces Candidacy
For County Judge-Executive
George H. Weaks has announced his
candidacy for the office of Calloway
County judge-executive.
Weaks, who has lived in Murray and
Calloway County most or his life, is
married to the former Jo Watson and
lives at 211 South 15th St. He is the son
of the late Joe H. and Myrtle Tarry
Weaks.
A graduate of Murray High School.
Weaks attended Murray State University. He is a graduate of the Jefferson
School I Law and the University of
Imuisville School of Law. He is a World
War II veteran and served in Ireland.
England. Africa and Italy.
Weaks has been employed at Fitts
Block & Ready Mix Concrete Co. for the

George H. Weaks
past seven years and is a mends.] .1114
First United Met riodist Church

Bank Of Murray Gains Position In State Ranking
The.
rank of Murray has bettered its
position in a ranking of the top 25
largest banks in the Commonwealth
compiled by the Kentucky Businesss
Ledger.
Ranked 23rd in 1979, the local institution's gains in total deposits and
assets during 1980 moved it ahead of
Peoples Liberty bank of Covington into
22nd place in the ranking.
"We are proud to have gained a position'in the ranking in Kentucky," bank
president Joe Dick said. "The credit
goes to our staffing and the community'
involvement of our personnel, board of
/tirectors and stockholders,- Dick added.
-We try to be current with the banking program and needs of the community," Dick explained as another of the
reasons the local institution gained in
the rankings.
Only two hanks included in the list of
the top 25 reported a greater percentage increase in total assets than the
Bank of Murray.
The Bank of Commerce of Lexington,
which moved from 18th on the list to
14th place - the largest gain of any institution on the list, reflected a 20 pc.--

cent gain in assets while American National Bank of Bowling Green gained
13.7 percent from 1979 to 1980.
The Bank of Murray's total reported
assets jumped from $109,441,000 in 1979
to $123.269,000 a gain of 12.6 percent
over the period.
The Lexington and Bowling Green
banks 'were also the only two of the top
25 that reported a greater increase in
deposits than the Bank of Murray'4111.9
percent during the period.
Deposits at the local bank were
reported up 11.9 percent. increasing
from $99,540,000 to $111,394,000. Lexington's Bank of Commerce increased
its deposits from $112,835,000 to
$133,421,000 118.2 percent) while
American National in Bowling Green
gained 13.8 percent,from $119,397,000 to
$135,916,000.
The top ten banks on the list, all based
in Louisville, Lexington, Frankfort or
Paducah, maintained their ranking
from 1979 to 1980. The other banks listed
moved lip or down only one or two
places, according to the Business
Ledger's report, which appears in its
March issue
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Kentucky's Top 25 Banks
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First National, Louisville
Citizens Fidelity. Louisville
Liberty National, Louisville
First Security. Lexington
Bank of Louisville
United Kentucky, Louisville
Farmers and Capital, Frankfort
Pikeville National
Citizens, Paducah
CentraL 1 exington
Owensboro National
Citizens Union, Lextrigton
Peoples First, Paducah
Bank of COMITIefCt. Lexington
First National, Pikeville
American National. Bowling Green
Citizens National, Bowling Green
Second National, lexington
First and Farmers, S-omerset
Second National, Ashland
Planters, Hopkinsville
Bank of Murray
Peoples Liberty, Covington
Cumberland Valley, London
Citizens State, Owensboro

$2,167,060
1,992,892
846,855
780.000
500,000
392.516
368,617
238,376
183,811
179,912
175,776
171.502
152,525
150,339
148,269
147.138
145,317
136,747
131,490
129,170
126.312
123,269
118,147
117,187
114,619

4
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$2,088,777
1,827.043
763.882
703.000
500.000
352.502
351,023
218,785
68,483
)
165.149
163,025
163.327
138.632
125.268
133.686
129.471
130,001
129.733
122.393
123,577
121.020
109,441
111,192
104.812
102.888

,

e

.3.8
+9.1
.10.9
.11.0
.11.4
+5 0
+9.0
.91
+8.9
+7.8
+5.0
•I0.0
+20 0
+10.9
+13 7
+11.8
• +5.4
*7.4
44.5
+4.4
+12.6
+6.3
01.8
•I 1 4

$1,559,129
1.429,579
634,223
566.000
387.000
281.840
186,171
196.858
105.510
155,252
161.911
148.150
126,260
133,421
115.589
135,916
129.227
120.932
112,036
115.903
113,644
111,394
102.641
a 107.896
99.936

51.520.213
1.326.262
'600.566
544.000
392.000
272.103
227.856
186,088
151.997
147.128
150.351
139.406
13&883
112.835
121.459
119.397
119.716
119.698
106.621
109.551
108,773
99,540
97,972
97,115
90.259

.2 6

+7.ti
•5.6
+4.0
-1.3
+3 6
-18.3
.5.8
-30.6
•5.5 .
+7.7
*61

-9.1
.182
+13.8
•7.9
•1.0
*5 I
.514
+4.5
•11 9
.48
'II I
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CP Church women
Hold Program Meet

•

The
Cumberland
Presby terian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
met with Christine Sherman
anti Mrs. Delia Graham at
their home on Feb 12 at 7 p
Lkiruthy Cochran, president.
opened the meeting with a
poem, To A Friend'' arid
dedicated it to Mrs. Graham
for Valentine's day. Carman
tiarland. secretary-treasurer
had the roll call.
Sonja Speight, program
leader, read the scripture
from James 2.
The Bible Study on
Will
Be Your God- with scripture
from Jeremiah 31 was by
Margaret Nell Boyd.
Mrs Graham closed the
meeting with prayer.
Refreshments of cheese
cake, coffee, and nuts were
served by Mrs. Sherman,
assisted by Miss Dula
Graham. Also present was
Virginia Jones.

Rita Whim* Thaws.
7:20,9:25

Dealt)

Tuesday, March 3
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For odorniation call 7534995 or 4354385
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

By Abigail Van Buren

Foul-Mouthed Kids
Are Asking for Soap

Tennis Group C To
Play it Kenlake
Group C of the Ladies Ten'
ms of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday ,
March 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Kenlake Terurns Center. The
group will meet at 9 a.m, at
the home of Cathy Mattis to go
to the center.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Cathy Young,
Janice Howe, Renee Wynn,
and Ann Uddberg.
Court Two - Carol Waller,
Cathy Mattis, Annette Alexander. and Leisa Faughn.

Community Happenings

DEAR ABBY: About AUNT DONNA. whose 3-year-old
niece started to use dirty language: You said children often
do this to get attention, so just ignore it. and the child will
quit.
We had that problem at our house when our "Sissy" was
We were advised to ignore it, so being modern parents,
we ignored it. Weeks passed. then months, and Sissy
continued to use those 'Arty words. We were mortified over
and over again by our angeric-looking daughter's less-thanangelic mouth!
Meanwhile, my mother was getting impatient with our
modern method that didn't seem to be working. Then one
day her self-control snapped,and she chased Sissy down the
hall with a wooden spoon and gave her the spanking she
needed and had probably been asking for for months!
Abby, that one spanking from Grandma did the trick.
Sissy hasn't used a bad word since, and she just celebrated
her 12th birthday.
OLDER AND WISER
DEAR OLDER: Judging from my mail, my answer
was a bomb. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to AUNT DONNA was off the
mark. Children who use gutter language may be looking for
attention, but they are also looking for limits to their
behavior, not to mention love and acceptance.
Kids who misbehave and go unpunished are rejected kids.
We owe it to them to voice our disapproval, set limits on
their behavior and give them the constructive attention they
are craving.
Not reacting to a child's foul language is a cop-out, as was
your answer.
My suggestions:
1. Tell the child that nasty language is not appropriate
and will not be tolerated. Period.
2. Show the child love and approval when it's deserved.
3. Give the child responsibility so that she can demonstrate her worth.
This formula may not work wonders, but it's better than
sticking one's head in the sand.
SYBIL, A WORKING MOM
DEAR SYBIL: You're right. Your answer was
better than mine.
•• •

6 Acad. fleets. loc. list Piet.
Mary Tyler Moore

DEAR ABBY: There are many men my age (56) who
haven't had a physical relationship with their wives for 10
years. In my case it's been over 15 years. The reason given:
There is no need for it when the childbearing years are
over.Abby, am I supposed to be happy in this abstinence, or
just continue to be frustrated? Even our mountain blew up!
NO ACTION IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR NO ACTION: No healthy normal man tor
woman) is supposed to be "happy" in abstinence.
Your wife's reason for shutting you out is, of course,
ridiculous, but when a person doesn't want to do
something, one excuse is as good as another.

7 15.911

•• •

DEAR ABBY: Stealing the company blind is something
that has been going on for years. Unfortunately, I lost my
job for being too honest and informing the proper people
about the employee who was stealing the company blind.
It was months later that I learned that the bosses were
also stealing from the company.
Tell BITTER he'd better be careful.
HONEST JOHN IN LONG BEACH

a

DEAR JOHN: One can't be "too honest." If one
knows that a fellow employee is stealing and remains
silent, then he is in a sense "helping" the thief rob the
company.
•• •
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Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Try This Week's Special

• -4
,
1

Beef Loins

(About 90

Steak) lb.

—OR

•
0

•

Beef Rounds

lb $1 59

225Lb.,0325Lb.

0

Sides Of Choice Beef s 1 30
Guaranteed Tender

7:00-5:00 Mos.Fn
7:00 12:00 Sat

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Dr. Farouk Umar as
speaker.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Dr. Walter Jones as
speaker.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of
Teresa Williams.
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in the band
room of the high school. This
is for all parents and boosters
of the middle and high schools.

•
Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
;
Ion

Concerts by the Murray
Symphonic
State
Band
prepared especially for
children Grades 1 through 6 of
the Murray City and Calloway
County Schools will be at 8:30
and 10 a.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU. These are
Overeaters Anonymous will co-sponsored by the MS
meet at 12 noon on the second Department of Music and the
floor of the Baptist Student Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Center.
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will
meet at 8 a.m. in the private
dining room of the Murray'
Calloway County Hospital
cafeteria. Dr. Frank Kodman
will present the program.

Thursday, March $
Bible Study by Christi.
Murray Civitan Club will
Women's Club of Murray will meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family
be held at 9 a.m, at the home Restaurant.
of Mrs. Calvin Morris.
Calloway-Marshall Counties
Hazel and Douglas Centers Diabetes
Chapter will meet at
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 7
p.m. at the Calloway Public
p.m. tor activities by the Library
with William G. Hart.
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be M.
D., as speaker.
served at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
and at 12 noon at Douglas.
Organizational meeting of
Experimental
Aircraft
Salem Baptist Church WMU Association
will be held at
is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Paris-Henry County Airport,
Pans, Tenn., at 7 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist Membership
is open and call
Church Women is scheduled to Robert
Miller, 1-901-642-2171
meet at 7 p.m.
for information.
Today is the finSI day for
registration for the four Saturday morning weaving sessions
to begin March 7 at the Murray Art Guild. For information call 753-4059 or 446-1261.

IRA G. CORN, JR.

"With much we surfeit;
plenty fnakes us poor." -Michael Drayton.
Today's unusual hand was
played in the Mixed Pairs
Championsip at the ACBL
Fall Nationals. West had
just enough trumps to give
him troubles and a tricky
declarer did the rest.
West led the spade ace
and continued with the
spade seven to East's king
while declarer ruffed.
Since the bidding and play
thus far marked East with
heart shortness, Claire Tornay of New York City made
the deceptive play of her
trump jack at trick three.
West was caught napping
and ducked, a play he would
later regret.
Had West held only three
trumps, he would have
thought much longer about
his duck; with four, he
thought he could well afford
it.
The heart ace was cashed
to reveal the bad break and
the club king was led to
East's ace. East exited with
a spade and declarer ruffed
with her small trump. The
club queen was cashed, followed by three top diamonds to swell declarer's
total to eight tricks.
Finally, a spade was
ruffed with declarer's high
trump and a club lead -.4o
dummy polished West off.
Dummy's trump 10 scored
the game-going trick.
West beats the hand if he
takes his queen of hearts
immediately and leads his
high spade This reduces
declarer to only two high
trumps and declarer must
NORTH
3-3-A
•.1 5 4 2
•107 5
•AK 732
•2
WEST
EAST
•A Q 8 7
•K 109 6
•Q 8 4 2
•3
•J 6 5
•10 8 4
• 5
•A J 1076
SOUTH

Vulnerable Both Dealer:
East The bidding
East
Sown West North .
Pass
Pass 2•
1•
4W
Dbl
All pass
Opening lead Spade ace
lose two hearts and two black aces
A tough play for West and
full credit to declarer for
making a bold and decep-

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with Dr. James
Courtney, optometrist, to
speak at 10:15 a.m., and lunch
at noon.

tive play.
Bid with Corn
South holds

3-3-B

•3
WA KJ96
*Q9
•KQ943
South
1•
24

Annual card party and buffet luncheon of Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be at 12
looy> xi.•farokLitiouse. Tickets
are $3.50 each
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

THE ACES'

WAKJ9 6
•Q 9
•K Q 9 4 3

GIBSON HAM CO.
Hours:

No faculti-reatal will be
held tonight by the Murray
State University music faculty.
First annual Swine Health
Day will be sponsored by the
Murray State Swine Health
Improvement Plan in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Veterinary Medical Association from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Mississippi Room of the
University Center, Murray
State.

•3

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

107 N. 3rd St.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

Tuesday, March 3
Murray High School Jazz
Mission groups of Flint Bapand Concert Bands will have tist Church are scheduled to
their annual winter concert at meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
7:30 p.m. in the University
School Auditorinni, Murray
Baptist Women, Baptist
State. No adnussion will be Young Women, and Acteens
charged
are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m at the Cherry Corner
Parents of children enrolled Baptist Church.
in the Murray Preschool Corporation will meet at 7 p.m. in
Murray State student
the classroom. The address by volunteers will be available in
Dr. Richard Usher will begin Rooms 226 and 228 of Stewart
at 7.30 p.m.
Stadium, MSU, to assist
students, elderly citizens and
Wednesday. March 4
United Campus Ministry low-income individuals with
luncheon will be from 12- 30 to preparation of their 1980 state
1 20 p.m. at the Ohio Room, and federal income tax
University Center, Room 304, returns. l'here is no charge for
this assistance.
Murray State University.

Diabetes Chapter Will
Hold Meeting Thursday
William G. Hart, M D., will speak on -Diabetes and as Effects on the Eyes" at the meeting of the Calloway-Marshall
Counties Diabetes Chapter to be held Thursday., March 5, at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
Dr. Hart was recently awarded the Certificate of the
American Board of Ophthalmology. He is a partner in Hart
Ophthalmology Associates with (us father, Dr. James C.
Hart, Sr., and joined the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
medical staff in 1079.
A representative of the Kentucky Diabetes Association will
also be present to discuss the KDA's new accounting procedures and how it will affect the local chapter.
Anyone who is interested in diabetes is encouraged and invited to attend this meeting, according to Kathy Hodge,
public relations chairman.
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Introducing
Our Special Family
Offer

ANSWER: Three clubs.
Describe the distribution and
allow North to suggest a final
contract.
---

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Boo 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Parish
Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
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10% Off All Family Portrait Purchases.
Receive this discount when you and your
family have your portrait made.
Otter Valid This Promotion Only.
Family Pottle'

'''‘wwirliblwast two sul:
mud Do an adult.

'

101131)sloth

DOUBLE TAKE' A creative approach to Duallmage portraii
photography We wilt select a vanety of poses tor your package
Backgrounds mcry occasionally change No additional charge
for groupa Additional portraits available for purchase with no
obligation You must be satisfied with portraits or deposit
cheerfully refunded

95C/$12.95
Deposit

Total Package

24 Professional Color Portraits
2-8)(10s 3-5)(75 15-Wallets & 4 Color Portrait Charms
"DOUBLE TAKE" Portraits Included.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

North
1•
2 NT

I

is •

•

These Days Only
March: 3-4-5-6-7
Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
"Quality at a

K mart price. Nice."

•

Join Us In Celebrating Our
First Successful Golden
Step In Murray
We are different!

ADAM

We are unique!
5 5•

COME AND TRY OUR TRULY AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOODS
WE ALSO SERVE AMERICAN FOOD EVERYDAY

•

••

WE HAVE A "NO-FAULT INSURANCE POLICY" TO PROTECT YOUR SATISFACTION AND POCKETBOOK.
NO FAULT INSURANCE POLICY
should any dish suggested by
our attendant be disagreeable to
you, we'll keep on changing
and changing until you find a

1-4?
o<4.0° Our Complete Lunch
Only

2•95

Different everyday. Mon-Fri.

dish you like.

tYkl
,

Peking Restaurant
Open Seven Days A Week
Breakfast 6-10:30
Lunch 11-2
Dinner 4-10

-////

Highway 641 S. Holiday Inn
Murray, Kentucky

Owner S. Chef
Johnny Ho

753-4488

We Welcome
Take-Oat Orders

Alaster Cheer, vise a Armories,. Express Accepted
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Walker-Johnson Wedding To
Be Friday At Sugar Creek

-- Bailey-Park Wedding Planned
(nes To Be Read In
:eremonv At Home

Plans have been ctimpleted by
Ass Karon Dean Waker and
Jimmy Dale Johnsin fur Ow
March 11th weckkng Parents of

Mr and Mrs. Gene N. Bailey of
Miirra
Route 4 announce the
,cigac,etnent and approaching Marriage of their eldest daughter, Donna Sue.to Charles Wendell Park,son
ii Mr and Mrs. D. I,. Park of MeiiiI)lIi5. lenn
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate
.if Murray High School. She will
graduate May I from the Baptist
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, Memphis,Tenn
Miss Bailey is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. B. 11_ Ferguson of
Murray Route 4. !Annan Bailey of
Sea Concord, and the late Etheline
Bailey.
- Mr. Park Is a 1972 graduate of
4liverton High School. Memphis,
Tenn., and attended Memphis State
University.. He IS employed as a
customer engineer with the Pitney Bowe;Corporation.
The wedding Will take place on
Saturday. June 20,at the home of the
bride-elects parents. A reception
will follow.

5.
rt

Secretaries'Seminar To
Be Held At Kentucky Dam
The
Paducah-Kentucky
lake Chapter, of the National
Secretaries Association
International 1, will sponsor a
seminar, The Way To Permanent Motivation" on March
21. The seminar will be conducted by Jack Yianitsas of
Succ•ess Dynamics. Houston,
Texas.

Miss Donna Sue Bailey,
Bride-elect Of Charles Wendell Park
Murray
4zgLedger & Times

PAGLIAIS
Italian
Spaghetti
Special

PARIS PATIENT
Katherine P. Hubbard of
Puryear, Tenn.. has been
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital. Paris, Tenn,

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

$1.09
with garlic bread

Poplar Spring Singers
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church
Gospel Singers
presented a program of gospel
songs at the Westview Nursing
Home.
Special music,"He Touched
Me," was by Ruby Fannin,
Murial Wright, 1.aurene McCuiston, and Shirley Works
with Louise Short as pianist.
Earl VanNetter gave a short
devotion and closed with
prayer.
At the Long Term Care Unit
of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital the . group
presented a program. Special
music, 'Precious Memories"

7

2 Price
with

salad 40'
e‘tra

fries

htr Special for kids
inside dininv. I mi.
inside dining rink
Free Refills DR Drinks

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Pie

uvrirp 3 imar
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s

Central
%apples Como.
Ray. 641 / Amain Cf.
Mon..Tms.-$0. 4:00.6:00
Wed.-Thru. Fri. 9:00.100
Seal . I Si 8.00
Yak Good
Thra Sat March 7
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SEWING
NOTIONS
PATTERNS
WOOLENS

$.140
/////
:PO
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77:62
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FINEST
WOOLENS

THE SALE
YOU CAN NOT
AFFORD TO MISSI

SEWING
NOTIONS
HERE ARE A
FEW EXAMPLES
BUTTONS
ZIPPERS
THREAD [LIMIT 101
SCISSORS
NEEDLES
PINS
ELASTIC
RIBBON
BIAS TAPE
RICK RACK
SEAM BINDING
APPLIQUES
ALL TRIMMINGS
SEQUINS
SNAPS
THIMBLES
TAPE MEASURES
BRAIDS
GRIPPERS
KNIT CUFFS
PINKING SHEARS
PLUS DOZENS
OF OTHERS

REG. PRICES

$7.99 yo

'Un
'S/Mr

To

$10.99.
100, WOOLS
PLUS
WOOL BLENDS

)

•.lso
1111%.. 54" and 80" WIDTHS
COORDINATING
TARTANS. CLASSIC
HEATHERS.
PLAIDS,
,
Moos
CHECKS, and SOLIDS
ALL FROM
THE NATION'S
LEADING MILLS

)

ENTIRE STOCK
NO EXCEPTIONS!
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The Jackson Purchase
Chapter of the Kentucky A?chaeological Association, Inc.,
elected officers for 1981 at last
month's meeting.
They are Fred Biggs of Cunningham, president. Kenneth
Toy of Paducah. first vicepresident; Ken Blincoe of
Mayfield, second
vicepresident: Bob Hailey of
Mayfield,secretary: and Billy
Joe Stokes of Kevil, treasurer.
The chapter meets, the second Monday of each month at
the Purchase Area Development District Office off of
Highway 45 North, Mayfield at
7 p.m.
If you would like to learn,
more about the prehistory ot
the Jackson Purchase an
help promote an awareness ol
our rich prehistorit: heritage.
please join us at one of mu
meetings, a spokesman said.

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
lentoSue B. Owen of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
, from the Henry County
Hospital, Pans,Tenn.

ALL PATTERNS pas
COMPLETE STOCK
CURRENT STYLES

and "He Touched Me," were
given by Earl VanNetter. Otis
Lovins, Muria' Wright, Robbie
Paschall, Ruby Fanoin, Sue
Campbell, and Shirley Works
with Louise Short at the piano.
A short devotion was given
by Earl VanNetter and the
closing prayer was by Otis
Lovins.
The group then went to Fern
Terrace Lodge where Earl
VanNetter, Otis Lovins,
Munal
Wright, Robbie
Paschall, Ruby Fannin, Sue
Campbell, and Shirley Works
with Louise Short as pianist
sang the selections, "In the
Garden" and "He Touched
Me." Otis Lovins gave the
devotion and Earl VanNetter
'led the closing prayer.
Members from the church
present fOr the programs were
Ruby Fannin, Muria' Wright,
Shirley Works, Otis Lovins,
Earl VanNetter, Sally VanNetter, Clayborn McCuiston,
1.aurene McCuiston, Bobby
Cook, Mildred Thompson,
Louise Short, Jackie Byerly,
Robbie Paschall, and Sue
Campbell.

Officers Elected
At Recent Meeting
OfJP Association

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
/001fts

The one-day program will
be of benefit to all business
men and wonicir from typists
to secretaries and management supervisors. Business
teachers and students are also
invited.
Yianitsas is president and
managing director of Success
Dynamics, specializing in the
development of
human
resource and personal motivation. He has extensive training
in sales psychology, communications, and human relations.
He provides motivation consulting services for such client
companies as the Manned
Spacecraft
Center,
Westinghouse, General Electric, The National Football
League Player's Association,

The American Institute if
Banking,and many more
Subjects discussed will inelude success, human
resource, attitude, human
relations and personal
motivation.
The seminar will be held at
the Kentucky Darn Village
Convention Center in Gilbertsville. Reservations may be
made by contacting either
Mrs. Linda Ashley, Citizens
Bank and TrerskeCompany, P.
0. Box 2400, Paducah, phone
444-6321 or 554-9935, or Mrs.
Frances Hamilton, phone 5544200 or 554-1756. Deadline for
accepting reservations is
March 13.

SMITH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Kevin
Smith of Paducah announce
the birth of a baby girl, Shannon Renee, on Thursday. Feb
12. •
Grandparents are Bryon
Forbus, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Ann Eorbus and Mr. and Mrs
James E.Smith, Paducah.

The ceremony all be solemnized un Friday. March 6, at 7
p.m at the Sugar ()eek Baptist
C'hurch. A program of nuptial
music will be provided by MUS
Jackie Miller and Mrs_ Cyndy
Carrot
Miss Walker has ctiusen her
twin sister, Miss Sharon Walker,
as her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss
Regina Walker, also a sister of
the bride-elect, and Mrs Cindy
Clark, aster of the groom-elect.
Mr. Johnson has chosen his
brother, Roger Johnson, as his
best man. Keith Clark, trot-min-law of the groom-elect, and
Keith Brown will serve as
groomsmen. Ushers will be
Tripp Furches and Terry
McDougal.
The guest register will be attended by Miss Jane Greer and
Miss Jane Ann Cook.
A reception will be held at the
church immediately following
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend

The World Day of Prayer celebration will be held on Fnday, March 6, with the local program, sponsored by the
Church Women United of Calloway County, with 23 local
churches participating,to be at the First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main Street, Murray,at 10 a.m
"The Earth is the Lord's- will be the theme of the program, according to Mrs. Mary Gertzen, president of the
Church Women United. The service will be an opportunity to
focus concern arid prayer for the ecological awareness and
action which is needed to restore health tu the world, Mrs
Gertzen said.
This year's international service to be celebrated by
women from 150 countries was written by American Indian
women of Church Women United from six tribes -- Cherokee.
Chocktaw, Hopi. Seneca,Sioux,and Winnebago.
All interested persons are invited to attend, Mrs. Gertzen
said.

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT STORE

FINAL CLEAN-UP
Women's Shoes. . . in smart
Spring and Easter favorites
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the couple are Mr and Mrs. Joe
W Walter of Akno Route 1 and
Mr and Mrs Joe Pat Johnson of
Mayfield Route 7

World Day OfPrayer To
Be Held Here On Friday

Off

Wedding
Gowns

Great selection of sizes &
styles -- in wanted colors
for Spring'

I tep

One Group
Of Pagent ,
Dresses

SHOES

*ONE GROUP

Elaine's Bridal World

REG.'24

& Formal Shop

*ONE GROUP

Big K Shopping Center

Reg 121

Paris, Tenn. — 901-642-9334
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I 203 Chestnut
A special offer for ynu from Estee Lauder

Beauty-On-The-Move
A 31.00 value. Yours for 9.00 with any
Estee Lauder purchase of 6.50 or more.

You always want the option to take a
beauty break and freshen up the look yo,.
Estee Louder gives
you that Wien with her BEAUTY ON THE
MOVE collection -easily portable beauty
essentials that pock potent, glorious color
These ore rich, orug.last,rsg colors ready to
go now in o blue
, zippered bag for great, on the spot service-and the
perfect tote for Estee Louder's Lustrous
Roll On Mascara Soft Film Compact
Rouge, and RE NUTRIV Rich Rich
Lipstick Plus Estee Super Cologne Spray to
highlight all this refreshment with subtle
sophistication and o rare quality
presence
eive BEAUTY ON THE MOVE for
900 with any Estee Louder purchase of
6 91 or more, see order form below
Offer good for two weeks or while suppiN

TREATMENT
Swiss Performing Extract
7/8 oz 10 50 1% oz 18 50 3%1 02 28 50
Maximum Care Eye Creme
1 on 22 50

started the day with

MAKEUP
Automatic Creme Eyeshodow
Id Honey Skylight Blue
Fres Pecan
Polished Perkernonce Lipstick
Madeira Wine
Tartan Red
r,• de la Rose Pons Brick

NEM'

All products mode in US A Prices subiect
to change without notice

650

FRAGRANCE
Youth-Dew Eau de Porfum Spray
oz 12 50
Fragrance Spray
1 75 oz 16 50

Cinnabar

lasts
One to a customer

7 50

1
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Brown, Legislature Disagree On State Deficit
impact of President Reagan's budget
By SY RAPASEY
cut pruposaks
Associated Press Writer
Both executive and legislative branch
FRANKFORT, K. API -- Is the
state deficit for next fiscal year $185 spokesnrien seemed to agree that a
special sessiori to resolve the fiscal
million or only $112 minion?
The question arose Monday when crisis is not in sight in the near future
legislativ e leaders said their best proobvious" he doesn't
Brown said •
jectiuo for the General Fund is the want such a session. and Kenton said it
lower figure rather than the higher one would be • ill advised at this time."
the adinnustration has used for the paint
Last Friday, the governor sahl he
few weeks.
would make up his mind in two or three
Gov . John Y. Brown Jr., after brief- weeks about whether to call a SpeCI.11
ing the lawmakers in his office on Moo- session.
day. stuck by his administration's
Any. proposals to illeleaSe la es
earlier estimate of $165 :whom for the would have to originate in the Howse.
Brown said that any special SeN.,1011.
General FMK', Which finances most
governmental services.
astriling Ulle might be hehl later in tlit'
However. House Speaker William y ear. would not necessarily be to l'.11tie
Kenton, 1)-1.exIngton, told reporters taxes.
It ought lie held to ..reiltgailtie the
that the legislative Research Commission outlook is for only a 6112 million budget," he said, to achieve flexibility
in the face of threatened federal aid
shortfall.
The governor defended his data, say- losses iii addition to the state shortfall.
'rhe governor again mentioned the
ing recent I.RC estimates twice had
been overly generous in figuring addi- trend of shifting federal budget responsibilities to the state, mid from the state
tional state revenue.
The legislators and Brown will get to cities and counties.
together again Wednesday night, and
It's a healthy pattern. Brown said,
the governor said the General reiterating that things would be easier
Assembly plans public hearings to get if the federal government could f mai we
input on both the state deficit and the some of the transfer.

Opinion Page

The governor said the legislative
Icaikos were -somewhat shocked- by
the shortfall estimates his ad ostra
boo presented to them.
• It was a rather
said.

oiih Republican in sight was
Senate Minority Whip t:1,./Lk• Makiletun
of Cotington, who said two minority
volleagues couldn't be on hand. There
was no explanation as to why no GOP
Bolts(' leaders showed up.
Sunday night. about 40 legislators

To The Editor:
It gives me a warm feeling to be part
of a community where there is so much
love of God,country and patriotism and
I want to thank all of Calloway County
for the wonderful support given to the
disabled American Veterans D.A.V.)
Murray Chapter No. 50 along with the
Murray Calloway -County Ministerial
Association, in our National Patriotism
Week.
The climax came on Friday nite, Feb.
27 when the Murray Calloway County
Ministerial Association sponsored a
dinner given to all veterans of World
War I, World War II, Korean and Vietnam wars,
It was one of the most beautiful programs given for veterans that I have
ever seen and it was a sight to behold.

When you have God, country and
patriotism, you have it all.
The local D.A.V. Chapter No. 50 want
to thank the Ministerial Association and
especially Rev. R. E. Rabatin, Dr. Jerrell White and Dr. David Roos for their
community and patriotic effort.
We want to thank everybody who took
part and names are too numerous to
mention. But a special thanks to the
news media, W.N.B.S. radio station.
W.P.S.D. Paducah T.V. station and the
Murray Ledger and Times. It is said
that one picture is better than a thou-sand words and the picture on the front
page of The Murray ledger and Times
Saturday Feb. 28th says it all.
Alex Pall
Publicity Chairman
DAN. Murray Chapter No.50
An Al' News Analysis
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer

Washington l'oday
WASHINGTON , AP) — The more the
American people have seen of Ronald
Reagan,the more they like him.
And if history is any guide, their opinions of the incumbent will continue to
improve, at least for a couple of months.
But then — again, if past is prologue
— "The Slide" will begin.
Each American president in the last
40 years has started out with a high
rating from the public. But as expectations were left unfulfilled, unpopular
decisions made or scandal uncovered,
every president but one has seen his
standing with the public fall.
Some presidents' ratings fell far and
fast — with Gerald Ford's collapse in
the ratings after he pardoned Richard
. Nixon perhaps the most dramatic example.
• Public opinions of other presidents
have slid inure gradualls' from the early high points.
And one president's rating never did
fall very far, the one president who
Reagan advisers mention often —
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Polls taken by The Associated Press
and NBC News since Reagan took -ewe
have picked up an increasing!)
,
favorable attitude among the public
toward the new president.
Americans increasingly say lie
understands the nation's complex problems, that he is not "trigger-happy" or
a warmonger, and that he is not a
radical conservative but rather a more
moderate person.
Part of this improvement is the
fading of the bitter election campaign
into the past. There is no longer a
Carter campaign out there, paying for
advertising that casts various and
assorted aspersions at Reagan.
Part is due to his image as a genial
man,comfortable in a new role.
Part is simpls the fact that Reagan is
the president, the officeholder who is
supposed to be a symbol of the nation
itself, an example of leadership, a person to be admired.
And the public does give Rea n retA1F1F
1111.1 MeNee.lot 1,4
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ty good marks for his work in the first
month in the Oval Office — a 56 percent
positive rating. He has about the same
rating Carter did at the same point.
If Carter's experience — and Richard
Nixon's for that matter — is a guide,
Reagan'ratings will edge up a bit in the
next few months.

Inside Report

Kentori told reporters that there are
two distinct fiscal problems that should
he dealt with Igle iota tiiiiii rattle' than
all at
lie said the poteabal stale ikiii•it furnext year is the munedrate crisis,
The .Reagan cutback proposals are
Mug teriii, he said,"and very well could
lead to the biggest tax illereaSe
N 111111 adini rostra tion.
That was a reference to ate increase
in the sales tax from 3 cents to 5 emits
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That is the legislation from the 19;9
specia l sesmkori winch in gel wi al put a 4
percent iuiion the asimuirt oh es cow a
taxing dist' wi can thLmiii oyel the
previous yea/

Brown last st
ailed the statute
ii•responsi tau '
1 think the governor wouldtdi Oil
now he mak a las choice ,4
Richardson said
Aiad Br•own late, affirmed that,
declaring that ' iiresposeuble- really
was nut the word to Use and that the
lisrislatiors 'here their tilde 14 lt7.71- accept their position."
I.egislaturs claim tak.11 aetelLi pr.ipei•ly
iii 1979 to give Kentuckians lax relief out
the 1.1411siN of fiscal infournatioi) available
before the national recessam stru, k
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Despite A Sprinkling OfFoul Language,
'Vanities'Left You Glad You'd Seen It
I'm not a theatre critic, nor am I
vincingly.
To single any one of the girls out as
much of a theatre-goer, but Cathryn
doing the best job would hardly be
and I treated ourselves to one of the
right, but tome. I,ori Ann Pitts --in her
most delightful and cleverly-presented
role as "Miss Innocence" — was parproductions we've ever seen the other
ticularly delightful, as was Becky Lat.night at IVIiirray State.
son as the swinging art collector.
It was -Vanities," put on by the
Carla Peas-Horton played her role
speech and theatre students at the
equally as convincingly, but it wasn't as
university and built around three
strong a characterization as the other
phases in the lives of three close, girl
two, '
friends — first as high school
cheerleaders, then as sorority sisters in
In any event, it was a fun evening. If I
had anything at all derogatory to say
college, and, lastly, as they found
themselves 10 years after high school.
about "Vanities," it would be to voice
It was a two-hour show but the three
an objection — uselessly, I'm sure — to
girls — Lori Ann Pitts of Greenfield.
the foul language-that was used, even
though sparingly.
Tenn., Carla Peas-Horton of Norris City, Ill., and Becky Latson of Owensboro
I'm convinced its lines involved could
have been just as effective without such
= were onstage, either delivering their
four-letter words, but now Fin clueing
lines or "making up" in their exposed
my age. If the playwright. Jack
vanity alcoves from 30 minutes before
Heifner, actually wrote those words inthe show started 'until their final bow's.
to his original script, he should have
Each phase of their lives presented
had his tail kicked.
took 30 minutes with two 15-minute inthis day and age
It seems that
termissions. during each of which the .
they've got to include stuff like that togirls — with their backs to the audience
= made IheinselveS. up.for the Thal.... _ get a laugh,Ing__ _wasn't_ necessary iii
scene. Only as they quickly changed
It's a simple story and the sugcostumes did they draw the curtains.
gestiveness of its lines would have been
++++++P
sufficient. It was, however, an enterIt amazes me — one who flubbeil a
taining, clever production. and I ensimple. 9-word line in his only high
joyed it. And, coining from me, that's
school stage play — how these
- finite an admission.
youngsters learn all those lines.
gestures and stage movements so well
++++++
Bob Perry, the retired manager of
and deliver them so naturally and con-

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

The MX Stall
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration to everyone's surprise is
stalling a decision on where to base the
MX mobile rnissle in a delay that pits
the Pentagon against the State Department and delights the environmentalist
lobby.
The delay over whether to base this
country's most vital new weapon on
land or sea is fraught with potential
dangers. It raises the disturbing question of whether ?resident Reagan, who
is totally committed to rapid MX
deployment, is kept fully abreast on
whether and how his desires are carried out by competing bureaucratic
power centers.
Ronald Reagan himself is partly to
blame for the latest procrastination
over where the U. S. should base the 10warhead missiles desperately needed
to give the U. S. land-based system protectiori against possible Soviet attack,
Reagan pledged while campaigning in
Nevada and Utah to take a look at Jimmy Carter's decision to base the mobile
system there despite fierce environmentalist opposition.
But what should have been a pro forma Pentagon review with a foregone
conclusion may' be heating up into a
major test. Favoring sea-based deployment, a position he espoused while
deputy director of the CIA, is Deputy
Defense Secretary' Frank Carlucci,
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
privately warns that environmentalist
law suits could conceivably tie up the
Carter-approved Nevada Utah plan
"for years." But Weinberger says he
has an open mind on basing and a
public commitment not to let the new
study delay deployment of the system,
expected to start in 195.
Why, then, has Weinberger told his
panel of experts they have until "June
or July" to make their report? The
question is particularly relevant for
another reason: National security and
budget officials in Reagan's White
House are commmitted to NevadaUtah basing. They worry that another
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Letter To The Editor
Thanks For Support To Vets

Ul ci owd, he

met at Kent°. ue. LIt11111 tilt I.111004
.‘iittitk for their own brwtiug

long delay in the ever receding "final"
Jecision Will do exactly what
Weinberger privately warns against:
give environmentalists that much more
time to mobilize for a total assault on
the Nevada-Utah plan.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig is
quietly advancing a blockbuster rationale of his own against what the Pentagon calls -going to sea." If environmentalist and other political
pressures are allowed to overturn the
Nevada-Utah decision, Haig predicts
an irreversible torrent of political reaction in Europe against modernizing
NATO's land-based nuclear systems.
Boiled down, that means
environmentally-sensitized West Germans would physically block the
nuclear rpodernization program agreed
to by North Atlantic treaty states
(NATO) in December 1979 if the U.S.
knuckled under to political threats or
legal suits by its own environmental
lobby.
European statesmen visiting here
have made this point hard to Haig.
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They reason that any U.S. •ecision to
"go to sea" would be interpreted as a
valid excuse for Europeans to demand
that NATO's new nuclear weapons
should also be based on boats (which
military specialists say would be im
possible ). When the visiting Europeans
warn Weinberger that moving the MX
to sea would create massive political
problems for NATO, he not only appears to be unimpressed, but at least on
one occasion aruged that sea-basing the
MX might be the best deployment in
view of environmentalist delays.
Yet President Reagan has a precedent to ask Congress for a special exemption from law suits and other legal
delaying actions now being planned by
the environmentalists by no means
confined to Nevada and Utah. Congress gave the Alaska pipeline project
such an exemption nearly five years
ago. The project was built to specifications laid down by the Environmental
Protection Agency i EPA>, but it was
immune from most special interest
law suits.
A Reagan request for similar treatinent for the Nevada-Utah-based MX
would get quick attention; the national
security aspect is far graver in protecting America's land-based missile
system than in any oil shortfall.
Moreover. White House Advisers
say that the courts have been friendly
to Uncle Sam in rejecting environmentalist law suits involving military work.
Federal courts have been loath to grant
injunctive relief when'government attorneys stake their defense on grounds
of national security.
Accordingly, the preference of
Carlucci and other officials for a seabased system has little to do with environmentalists an much to do with arcane debate over weapons strategies
that was resolved last year by the Pentagon after years of agonizing indecision. More indecision is not needed at
this point, which is why some White
House aides hope Ronald Reagan will
himself end the delay forthwith.

the local co-op store and who lives at 819
Sha Wa Circle, sprung a little test on us
not long ago at a Sunday School class
get-together at Kenlake with our wives.
He called it a test to determine "how
to know when you are getting old," and
here are some of the things he came up
with.
He-said you're getting old when:
—Everything hurts, and what doesn't
hurt, doesn't work.
—The gleani in your eye is froni the
sun hitting your bifocals.
—You feel like the morning after, and
you haven't been anywhere.
— Your little black book contains 'ally
names ending in M.D.
—Your children begin to look-middle
aged.
— Your favorite part of the
newspaper is "50 Years Ago Today._ -7_You sit in a rocking chair and can't
get it rocking.
—Your knees buckle, and your belt
wtt
. —You're 17 around the neck, 42
around the west and 100 around the golf
— Your back goes inn more often than
yuuui do.
.-Youir pacemaker makes the garage
door go up when you see a pretty face.
—The little old gray' haired lady you
help across the street is your wife.
—You sink your teeth into a steak and
they'stay there.
— You have too much room in the
house and not enough in the medicine
cabinet, and
— You know all the answers, but no
one asks you the questions.
++++++
Add to your list of lookalikes: Gale
Vinson, wife of Charles Vinson and
secretary to Dave Kratzer, the director
of the University Center at Murray
State. and Stephanie White, the news
lOp
i.ch
ani..news at Channel
eadl
rtser)y
r.ornthp
6re
.w
pop

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
You may wish to pass this remark by
George Bernard Shaw I 1856-1950 ) on to
one of the unhappy dreamers among
your acquaintances
lie who desires a lifetime of happiness with a beautiful woman
desires to enjoy the taste of wine
by keeping his mouth always full
of it.

Bible Thought
. .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6,
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 3, the 62nd
day of 1981. There are 303 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 3, 1849, Congress established the Department of the Interior.
On this date:
In 1791, the District of Columbia was
organized.
In 1845, Florida became the 17th
state.
In 1861, the Russian government
emancipated the serfs.
In 1944, U.S. fighter planes made
their first appearance over Berlin dur-

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A new snow storm swirled into Kentucky late yesterday and early today.
snarling traffic and forcing schools to
close in western and south central sections. Five inches of snow had fallen in
Murray by 8:15 this morning,according
to John E. Scott, local weather
observer.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ella
Hamlin, 102.
Air Force Technical Sgt. Shirley W.
Underhill, whose parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Underhill of Murray Route
.1, has arrived for duty at Bien Hoa All,
Vietnam,
Z. C. Enix has been appointed chairman of the Calloway County Ford for
Governor campaign.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy C. King on Feb. 26, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn on Feb.
27, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald P.
Foster on Feb. 27, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Gray Massey on Feb. 26, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kalberer on
Feb. 28.
The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will sponsor its anual
style show on March 16 at the University School auditorium.

20 Years Ago
Bishop Marvin A. Franklin, Jackson
Area in charge of the Mississippi and
Memphis Conferences, will speak at the
First Methodist Church on March 5 for
the informal opening of the new sanctuary. He will be assisted by District
Supt. Paul T. Lyles and by the church
pastor, the Rev. Walter Mischke,Sr.
IA. Gov. Wilson Wyatt spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club and
also at the convocation of students and
faculty at Murray State College.
Flavil Robertson of the Murray Fire
Department is attending the 33rd annual meeting of the Fire District Instructors Conference this week at Memphis, Tenn.
Births reported at the Murray
hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thomas Hill and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Futrell.
South Marshall beat Murray College
High School in the opening game of the
Fourth District High School Basketball
Tournament at Murray' State College
Sports Arena. High team scorers were
Weaver and Thompson for South Marshall and Grogan for Murray College
High.

30 Years Ago

Work is pragressine on tlw widening
id East Main Street sinew better
weather has made the appearance in
this area.
Curtis Wayne Doran has received
notice that he has been promoted to the
rank of captain in the Marine Corps
Reserve. • • Frances Churchill is worthy matron
and A. G. Walton is worthy patron of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.
In the second round of the Fourth
I hstrict High School Basketball Tournament, Hardin beat Kirksey, Lynn
Grove beat Benton. Sharpe beat
Calvert City, and Alrno beat Murras
High. High team scorers were Gardner.
K York, and O. York for Hardin. Jones
for Kirksey. Miller for I. nil Grove.
Combs for Benton. Darnall for Sharpe.
Mcl einore for Calvert City. Phillips for
Almo,and Tolley for Murray High.
ing World War II.
Ten years ago: Communist China
launched its second satellite.
Five years ago: The Ford administration disclosed its intention to
sell weapons to Egypt.
One year ago: Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance called on NATO to present
a united front in opposing the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
Today's birthday: Lee Radziwill.
sister of Jacqueline Onassis, is 48.
Thought for today: People ask you for
cnticism, but they only want praise —
W. Somerset Maugham, British author
1874-19651.

A
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4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
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INN HOLIDOME® RESORT CENTER WIT
H COMPLETE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental
breakfast in bed for two• Buffet
brunch for two' Candlelight dinner for two
•Gift snack-pac(crackers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome
facilities • All taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through che
ck-out time Sunday. Children
& teens free (when sharing room with
parents).

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants
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Certificates

TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPA
TING MERCHANTS

$100 Savings Account From Peoples Bank
!
THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
Clip and deposit
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"
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BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINN
ERS,

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT,
5 THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
as often as
you wish the areas participating business S
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear
(Al Each week the followinig will be awarded
Iy priril your name address and phone number
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CEROn the YOUR CHANCE provided by each par
TIFICATES. 1Total of $50000 for Pro
ticipating business and this Newspaper
grain I All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the official end of this Program
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You
must be an
b Si• $5000 U S Savings Bonds IToial of
adult En1r,es are limited to one per adult per
$30000 for the Prograrni
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not dig'
IBI IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATION WIN.
ble to play
NERS will be selected from drawings dur.
ing 10th week of the program rAll edinne,S
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more
win
must use these vacations within 3 months
nerS each week The odds of winning depend on
after the end of the Program
the number of entries Since this program is
ICI IN ADDITION THE WINNERS OF THE
Strictly local in nature the odds are more
SAVING
ACCOUNTS will be selected from
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
drawings the 5th and 10/h weeks
tionwide program
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWE
D.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All
a EACH ENTRY must be on the
en
YOUR CHANCE
tries become the property of this Newspape,
REGISTRATION as provided and must
be
and none will be returned
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
7.
Some Travel Dates Not Available
will be declared void
• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEAR
ING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECT
IVE NAMES ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE'
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN
THE TIME SPECIFIED
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Look For Participating Merchants On
The Next
Three Pages Winners From This Weeks Dr
awing
Will Be Listed In Next Tuesday's Ad
vertisement.
Register Today And Watch For Yo
ur Name Next
Tuesday!
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CoasttoCoast

HOBB'S

TOTAL HARDWARE

Seasons
Mohr Olt

your order.

Model 4243 — Ideal for any room in
the house, this 19" diagonal color
portable features Videomaticr TouchTuning and Remote Control.

Register
For 2

Central Center
Hwy 641N
Phone 753-8604
Open 9-9
Mon -Sat.
1 to 6 Sun

$699 A Pei Or

We
Honor

REBATE
On
This TV
During
Sale

*12"

4

530 c'')Et Up
Ladies Famolare

*12-14-16
Topsiders

(AB Music)

753-7575

Par For

Ladies Et Men's
Western Boots
Texas Boots Et Acme
FD Boots

CL AVIt 's

Donated By Murray
Theatres.

2

Spring
Arriving Weekly

FREE! Movie Passes
Awarded Weekly.

FD's

Saersodes Si hoc tory Returns

$30

69Qt

Sherrie. her husband 'Terry and schnauzer Chigger
Live at 'Route 5, Aturray.

Ladies' Name Brand

• Rebates osniabie in toms 01 cash or descounl oft pre

Prices
Good Thr.
Sunday
While Supply
Lasts,

1

20% Off

Money-back is a bright idea any time! And during this
sensational Magnasos Annual Sale, get instant cash
back on selected TVs and stereos!

super
10W-40

1

10% Off
Ladies 1st Quality
Winter Stock

Magna%ox Annual Sale.

MobiI

Coast to Coast
Total Hardware

Ladies Dress Boots

INSTANT
REBATES*

kit

Sherrie is our Office •Ystartager at Creative 'Printers.
Site is a !Tnutuate of Calltnvay County ....High School,
she has been meetmg and assistou3 our %%third
cus-totners for the Last seven months. OW Sherrie a
call at 753-2285 and she will courteously take

DISCOUNTSHOES

Another bright idea:

Sherrie Starfts Yarbrough
,polve of the .11 i'ek

Ladies

"15 Chitdrens $14

New Shernent Every Frehoy Open 1200 Noon
Mon. Mors 70 00 5-00
Fn. 1200 700
Sat. 1000 5 00
Across from Onneland
(11,
Center-1303 Chestnut
5.
4-1

DIXIELAND CENTER

—
127!
1

-10
igrAr

":74

Saturday 3-7-81 8:00
10 free chicks with bag of Purina
chick
starter. Extra chicks can be purc
hased.
Phone or come in today and sign up for
chicks. On Chick Day we will have your
chicks and all the supplies you need.

The NOW Account:
Little Namefor a
Big Idea.
Don't MISS our

big Chicicl

It's • doeskins octavos It s • savings Krim." The NOW (Norpotieble
Ord. iof Witlokonvoll occorot is • fetidly now concept io honking,
edition., yen to write checks sad eon interest (S'o %) with ono ot
retort. I•clt month you get • snit* swore/rot dooming yore deposits
on itemised list of checks charged to yew «covet, end le
otor
net

Winner of $10 00
Sunshine Certificate
Keith Hopkins
Route 3 Boo 336
Murroy Ky
47443833
0.

NOW •ccoonts any •ot be for •yeryinoe.
Then. ere sows arbor
rectors to consider in choosing• NOW Kremer
lectors like ionnintoni
below, sawnies Winces posside serene Aeries. otc. 5.,-. pool
• oncoreplicirtini tfilings, so it,, by iony of our leafier., trichy eW
ea'N in. yev tbe oboist NOW story end simple

ivii Bankof

Family Flock Headquarters
Industrial Rd.
753-5378

Murray
Ve,,te'r

Did You Know

CARPETING

Winner of $25 00
Sunshine Certificates
Loyd Ottrnon III
P.0 5551
Murray Ky.
753-2330

Arch=
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STOP
Quick
Stop
Beats
Any
Advertised
Music
Prices
Including
Albums,Tapes,
And All Name
Brand
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We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
Plus
*

1 5% Cash Discount On
Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally owned & Operated
Bob Donn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

HOLLAND DRUGS
East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1162

Large Inventory Of Name Brand
Carpets & Vinyls

Model TPX140MN

Your Full Service
Floor Covering Dealer

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER
So. 4th

753-6660

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

Morris Refrigeration
S 4th

753-7205

• .••••••••• •••••

Hwy. 641 N
753-1673
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Just Arrived

Versatile basics:
Rattan trunks
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Take alook at a genuine Ashle
Wood Heater and get a genuint
Farmer's Almanac FREE!

ALL TRUNKS
REDUCED

25-50%
ono LuurP
1...ers Reg ne.seemes

»ow '39"-'59"

•

Winner of SI5 00
Sunshine (erttlic 01,
Undo Hunt
15 K irk wood
r op Ky
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irked value two
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four stroke engine mour 1.
alight small trio,*
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BAMBOO
GOLDEN RATTANS

Purdoms Furniture
202 S. 5th

ATC.25OR

A mid
sized three-wheelei
powered by a mighty I

AMERKA'S Fftunint
tiousl-MAnm En

Now At

.- 4'c

NATURAL
CORE RATTAN

SINCE NM
A

tog about
• ---it's here at lost'
l he three-wheeler with

POire ond handling Full
•.usPension and .IP

Suter. 1905, genuine Ashley
Wood
Heaters base been America's favorite
house warmer. And the Old Farmer',
Almanac has been America's
lavonle
for even longer. Take a look
at itifday.
Ashley, Wood Heaters, Woodburn
mg Furnaces, and Fireplace
linens,
and well else you a 1981 Fartrter'N
Al
manac tree
Offer good while supplies last

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

You've beer

Overby Honda

753-4872

4111\8, Has Sprung
Uniforms

At The

Rae Swan Uniforms

Sportswear
stqledi
iDarniblashlei

the 3pecia
. t,v
3/Sop

ShakerSport

•_

31

JUST
ARRIVED

416 Main St.

(411 Murray, Ky. 42071

AP
PREFERRED BY Al(
NURSES

6.9whil)tom
MCA'S

Patrician

IlrOungigtuil

BY MANTEX

WOMEN'S PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FOOTWEAR

Landau
Uniforms

PEOPLES BANCLUB
ALL OF THESE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED
BY
YOUR PEOPLES BANCLUB ACCOUN
T FOR
ONLY $5.00 PER MONTH

STEELEALLBRITTEN

NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE ON
PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNTS
.NO
MINIMUM BALANCE .. UNLIMITED CHECKIN
G
FREE PERSONALIZED CHECKS AND
DEPOSIT TICKETS.

Is Now The Factory Authorized

TRAVELERS CHECKS.CASHIERSCH

ECKS.
WITHOUT ISSUE CHARGE

MONEY ORDERS

TAPPAN SERVICE
CENTER

510,000 ACCIDENTAL DEATH INSURA
NCE
.. COVERAGE BY FIREMAN'S FUND AMERIC
AN
LIFE INSURANCE CO. COVERAGE REDUCE
D
50% AT AGE 70
AVAILABLE.
CASH

NATIONWIDE

COPY

SERVICE FOR INDIVIDUAL
UMENTS ... WITHOUT CHARGE

EARL LOVETT

WITH

DOC-

$5.00 BLUE CHIP SAVINGS ACCOUNT FOR
EACH NEWBORN CHILD OF BANCLUB MEMBER
FOREIGN MONEY PRE-PACKS ... WITH
NO ISSUE CHARGE

With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
As A Tappan Serviceman.
Use Ow 21 lir. Mimes
Days
753-5341
Nights
3544956

753-1766

WE SERVICE All TAPPAN PROINICTS WRITHE
,
PURCHASED NERE OR MITI

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
753-5341

SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
2" it 5" SAFE DEPOSIT
BOX AT NO CHARGE. OR EQUAL CREDIT ON
LARGER BOX (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY/.

I

STOP PAYMENT ON CHECKS -WITH NO SERVICE CHARGE
MEMBER MAGAZINE
WIDE DISCOUNTS

SINGER--N

storey's
FOOD
GIANT

\11

Only

PRESIDENTIAL
SALE DAYS
AT SINGER

SCOT
KITCHENS

New Store Hours

PURE

SUGAR
5.LB. BAG

March
Thru
April

.

,

1-6 Sunday
9-8 Mon.-Fri.
9-6 Sat.

BRINGING you NATION-

Murra9 Sen)ing Center

PEOPLES
BANK

Murray

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO t DAIRY PRODUCTS

4,501

•

.S'I',

$10050

Bel Air Shopping Center

PERSONAL MEMBERSHIPCARD WITH YOUR
PICTURE.
JOIN NOW AT
Winner of SI5 00
Sunshon•Certoftcote
John Kautzrnon
Routs I
Murray Ky
1753.8835

MODEL 833
Free.arm stretch stitch
sewing The price on
Singer's Stylist* machine
Model 833 is cut Come in
now and sale'

ADDITIONAL COVERAGE

YOUR CHECK
CHECASH..

With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By

209 S. 3rd

eniu irse 'Day
eliatev "Litev

SWIMF
ASHIONS

ANNOUNCING

We Rave A Complete
Uwe II Tappan
Appliances.
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DegistIP8116

Just in
time for
Spring
Break
New
Swim
Suits

•

,
,
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Bel Air Shopping Center
Winner of SIO 00
42071

Kentucky

ii 1,to &Nov Comp,
'.
rear eetta 0!' ail mows

Sunshine Certilkafe
Ida Higgins
.
RI 3
Murray, Ky
474.1,4
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The new Yamaha
V-Twin
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TO GOODNESS
VALUES!
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Vacations
for Two to
ORLANDO
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Town & Country
Yamaha
Hwy.94 East. Murray, Ky
753-8078
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The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

4th
ANNIVERSARY
STOREWIDE
SALE!
10% Discount
With Coupon
Below

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS—3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

10% DISCOUNT COUPON
GOOD THROUGH MARCH 10, 1981

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)
Kennedy Space Center• Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame

a
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This is summer,. cottoncool sportswear from
the people who do it
best -- Jantzen. In
fresh lively pastels that
wants to
everybody
emown. Cotton
broidered tee $18; pull.
onpant. a blend of
and cotton.
Dacron'
$20. Cotton skivvy $13,
nassou in Dacron*' and
$14. Availoble in
4 cotton,
i sizes 8-208 S-M -1.-XL.

\

TOWN dz COUNTRY
DRESS SHOP
1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 A.A1.-500 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY,KY. 42071
.
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WE
HAVE IT!
Complete Line Of DMC Floss
Frames
Hundreds of Books & Graphs
Counted Cross Stitch
Needles & Hoops
Modena
Hardanger
Aida Cloth
Dawos Cloth
and much,
much
more!

54. W

RaipLirry
Dixieland Center

Je goohmanh
WILLARD AILS
). 119S. 4th St.

- OWNERS Murray, Ky

MARTHA ALES
753-7222
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Yours,
Mine
And Ours
Murray's Nearly
New Shop
East Side Of Court Square

Today's Fashions
Yesterday's Price
Also
Maternity Fashions

KD-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntable.
Low Mass Straight Tonearm- Two Motors

Visit Our Vacation
Corner For Your
Swimsuits, Tops,
Shorts - And
Much more!

Reg.
$139.95

NOW

$9995
Sunset
Boulevard
Music

DIXIELAND CENTER NO. 7 - CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-7530113
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Et)KENWOOD
YOUR KENWOOD HOME AUDIO DEALER
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Furniture Kit Market Growing
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Neweleatures
Figures turned up by one
company indicate that. overall,
the furniture industry is only
keeping pace with population
growth But the market for furniture kits is growing at a rate
of about 20 percent a year.
These statistics encouraged
Heath Co to go ahead with its
planned expansion into wood
furniture kits And the firm,
known for its do-it-yourself
electronics kits, has just come
out with a catalog offering 13
furniture projects
-We studied the market and
what other kit manufacturers
were doing and concluded that
this is an excellent growth area
for high quality products," said
Denzus Foley, product manager
for Heath Craft Woodworks
Three basic reasons are responsible for heightened public
interest in furniture kits. They
satisfy a demand for quality
furniture, lower cost, and the
desire for meaningful use of
leisure time, according to Foley.
"People are interested in Wetling more furniture for their

dollar. But they don't want to
sacrifice quality to low cost,'he
said Traditionally, kits in
which one invests one's own labor solve the problem of how to
get quality at lower cost, noted
Foley.
Furthermore, he added, furniture building is a way to enrich one's life and learn something in the process.
Heretofore, the typical customer for a He,athkit project
has been a college-educated
male earning over 625,000 a
year who is most likely to be
engaged in a technical occupation. Company executives anticipate that wood furniture kits
will appeal to a wider spectrum
of consumers, including women.
The projects include dining,
coffee and sofa tables, a desk,
dining chairs, and several
small accessory items such as

a wood-framed hall nurror,
dictionary stand and a plant
stand Some of the furniture is
in the mid-inh-century oak
style known today as nostalgic

oak
There are also a group of

glass and brass coffee tables in
transitional styles suitable for
both modern and traditional interiors The time required to
complete the projects varies
from two or three hours for
simple projects such as the dictionary stand to about 100 hours
for a rolltop desk
According to Foley, the level
of skill called tots riot too
Id one of
high "Lf you can
the kits, you can build all of
them," he said However, it
takes considerably less concen-

tration to build the snuill items
than to put together one of the
larger projects No special tools
beyond a hand or electric drill
and a screwdriver and clamps
are required
All parts - including such
items as sandpaper, glue
screws and drill bits, wrenches
and hardware - are provided
in the kit, along with large,
poster-size directions Optional
finishing kits are also available
with paste varnish and stain
One aspect of the growth of
the market for furniture kits

ON THE

-.HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
From various sources come
these bits of information of interest to the homeowner:
Some purists might object to
the fact that fiberglass roof
shingles are being installed on
the cottage in New Rochelle, N.
Y., where Thomas Paine, author-hero of the American Revolution, lived in the early 1800s.
There were no fiber glass
shingles in those days, which
rules them out in a restoration,
but George Licht, White House
architect during the administrations of Calvin Coolidge
through Harry Truman, made
the specification to prevent
burning embers from neighborhood fires from igniting wooden
shingles.
Solar hot-water systems were
first offered as an option in
1976 by Continental Homes of
Phoenix, Ariz. Three years later, it introduced these solar
systems as standard on new
houses in five of its 16 subdivisions. It soon will have solar hot

water systems in all 27 of its
subdivisions. A feature of the
flat-plate solar collectors is that
they have a tough, durable polyvinyl fluoride film which has the
appearance of glass but is much
lighter and easier to handle.
Solar
"Passive
the
In
House," a book by architect.
Rodney Wright, an analysis of
31 cities across the country

shows that, in Seattle, solar
heating can provide 94 percent

t

of the total heating requirement, ranging from 89 percent
in January to 100 percent February through November. The
study, Wright claims, also disclosed that in Burlington, Vt.,
where the normal January low
is 7 degrees Fahrenheit, the
sun can provide 92 percent of
the total requirement, ranging
from 83 percent in December to
100 percent May through October.
A company in New Hampshire has come out with plans
for building a solar module
which is primarily a greenhouse, but also can be a sauna

room with a wood-burning
sauna stove, plus a hot tub. It's
12 by 24 feet and attaches to
the solar side of a house in
lean-to fashion via sliding glass

doors.
Also in the combination category is a product which sup
plies heat and light. It's a portable unit that combines 100
watts of light with 1,200 watts
of heat in a single decorative
fixture. Either light or heater
can be used independently to
sot specific needs It has a
swag chain so that it can he
hung on the ceiling and plugged
into a wall outlet.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
21.50 to this newspaper at Box
S. Teaneck, N. J.07666.)

Q

parts needed together are together
The most successful kits are
those which are designed to be
built as kits, so that assembly
methods are suited to the individual who is building at borne
Instructions should tale the
builder through every step in a

logical sequence and it is also
helpful if the manufacturer provides an address or phone number where help is available if
trouble crops up Some manufacturers arrange to test their
instructions while developing
them and then submit finished
kits to consumers of average
ability to see if any difficulties
occur In each instance, the
kits are revised to Incorporate
suggestions of the kit testers,
said Foley.

iCopies of a free catlog for
Heath Craft Woodworks are
available from Heath Co , Benton Harbor, Mich. 19022. )

gas ranges because the heat
is precisely controllable to a
fraction of a degree - with
no warm-up delays or cooldown lags.
New gas ranges now available for home kitchen use
continue to offer precise
control, but have added features that promote energy
conservation while saving
time and cutting utility,bills.
according to the American
Gas Association.
One of the new features is
pilotless ignition. Instead of
a continuous-burning gas
pilot, a device called an Intermittent Ignition System.
or 1.I.S., is used to ignite the
surface and oven burners. A
tiny electric spark does the
job, saving on gas. When
compared to conventional
ranges, the energy efficient
range will save up to 5100
over its thirteen year expected life.
For those who want the
very latest in gas cooking efficiency there's the convection oven, which speeds
:ooking by circulating the
heat around the food. Less
cooking time means less gas
is used, with lower bills for
the consumer. A convection
oven can save 10 to 15
minutes on almost every
oven-cooking job. And for a
large roast or turkey, the
convection oven can shorten
the cooking time by almost
an hour.
can
A gas range with
cut one third off your cooking
bill. Add a convection oven,
and you can save up to half
on gas usage - and cost.
And save time.
You can save even more
energy in the kitchen by
heeding these practices followed by professional chefs:
• Cook food in batches
whenever possible. It's economical because you can do
a lot at one time, freezing
much of it for later use another convenience.

PRICES...
HELPFUL
PERSONNEL...

WHEN SOMETHING GOES WRONG AT
HOME, EITHER PLUMBING OR ELECTRICAL OUR STAFF IS READY AND
EAGER TO HELP OUT. YOU'LL FIND
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE
LOCATION, FROM WATER HEATERS
TO DELTA FAUCETS FROM FIXTURES
TO LIGHT BULBS, WE HAVE IT ALL, IN
ONE LOCATION. COME SEE US WITH
YOUR NEXT PROBLEM.

MURRAY SUPPLY CO. &
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newslestwes
A wet glass was lett on

our varnished dining room
table for several days A while
mark now is there We have
hesitated to do anything about
it for fear of ruining the finish
altogether What can we do
about it other than refuustung
the entire table top' We have
received a number of suggesUons, including using cigarette

are logical and clear instructions, and a well-thought-out
method of packing so that all
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THIS HOME'S DRAMATIC A-LINE FRONT IS reflected in the beamed cathedral ceiling of the living room to create expansive and brilliantly lit living and entertaining space
The three bedrooms also have wide windows Plan HA1193P has 1.390 square feet. For
more information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect
Roger T. Panek, 48 W. 48th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

Master Craftsman Still
Make Furniture Old Way
By THERESA HUMPHREY
Associated Press Writer

the table never was stained.
"If wood is exposed to air, it
oxidizes and colors itself and
SNOW HILL, Md. t API - the color cannot be surpassErnest A. Glaser is a master ed," he said.
craftsman from the old school
None of his creations is
-•taught by German masters made with nails. Instead,
whose training dates from the Glaser uses wood joints, call18th century.
ed dovetails.
And although the 76-year-old
"I'm the only woman in the
cabinetmaker retired in 1964 world with a dovetail kitto his Snow Hill home with his chen," Mrs. Glaser said,
wife, Elizabeth, he continues beaming with pride. "There's
to make fine furniture the old not a nail in this kitchen."
way.
The Glaser's home is on 2',2
The old way does not include acres. In addition to their twonails, screws or wood- story house, the property is
marked with shnibbery, trees,
staining.
Glaser said he made most of three smaller buildings and a
the furnishings for their home, garage. One of the three
Glaser's
is
many pieces from his favorite buildings
woods - walnut, maple and workshop,and another is used
cherry.
to store wood.
Pointing to a dining room
"This is where I love to be,"
table made with Santo Dom- Glaser said, walking into the
ingo wood; he said he bought workshop, its walls covered
the materials in the 1940s, and tools and wood, unfinished fur-

New Wood Grain Siding

future filling the rest of the
room.
Among his tools are planes,
Familiar implements used to
shave wood surfaces for
smoothness. Glaser's planes
are handmade of white beech
and soaked in linseed oil for
six months.
On the floor is-an unfinished
mahogany,Queen Anne's table
Glaser is making for a
neighbor.
"She's waited three years
for this," he said, adding that
his wife has been waiting for
more than 40 years for the unfinished Chippendale_ chairs
on the shelf by the window.
Glaser's work cannot be
done quickly if the product is
to have the quality he was
taught to respect in his native
Hamburg,Germany.
"First I make a sketch of
the piece, then I make a scale
drawing on plastic drawing
paper," he said, pointing to a
sketch of the Queen Anne's
table that closely resembles
an architect's blueprint.
-Then I make a pattern and
then! make the real thing."
Glaser has been putting his
training to work for 60 years.
He spent 20 of those years of
teaching in New Jersey.
Most of his work now is for
his own home, and he said he's
not looking for customers. But
he said his work is in homes
throughout the country.

some of the sand out of the
(Tacks, whICtl LS what you du
nut want After everything
seems in order, get your gar-

den hose and turn on the
sprinkler part of it to the finest
spray Hold the hose slightly
upward so that the water does
not push the sand from DAwsS.
the bricks Check every iss
days to be certain that the sand

ashes
A - Cigarette ashes, mixed

has not settled too much. Yeti
occasionally may have to add
more sand, which is what
might be considered the weak-

with camphorated oil, sometimes work So dues camphorated oil used alone Denatured alcohol also IS good for
this purpose, although it might
affect the finish if used on a
surface that has been coated
with shellac Whichever product is used, the area must be
rubbed with a clean, soft cloth
If the stain doesn't disappear
immediately, keep rubbing

ness of the method
--Q - I read in a magazine
about using shellac stick to fill
out a gouge in a table, but I
have been unable to purchase
any such thing In fact, one
hardware dealer said he didn't
know what I was talking about
Is there such a thing as a shellac stir,* and where can I buy
one'

Sometimes it may take as
much as 10 minutes of rubbing
to get the desired result

A - There surely are shellac
sticks, but not all stores carry
them Try a store that carries
wood-fimshing materials When
you purchase such a stick it
looks like a fat piece of crayon), you have to get the right
color so that the old finish can
be matched Shellac in stick

Sara

-

Q. - We soon will be paving
the area in beck of our house
with bricks We intend to use
the type of installation that requires only sand Is this practical and what tips can you
give us'
A - It is reasonably practical, but not as good as using
mortar Once the bricks have
been laid, spread dry sand on
them Using a broom, spread
the sand into the cracks between the bricks When all the
gaps have been filled, carefully
- very carefully - sweep off
the excess sand If you do this
too vigorously, you will sweep

form seems darker than when
it is melted and spread out
thinly
The lechruques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
remover, bleach, etc , are do'
tailed in Andy Lang s booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a long,

stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P 0 Box

Vinyl Floor Looks Like Hardwood

Inlaid Wood with its warm wood tones and parquet pattern
is one of the consumer-tested patterns available in Flintkote s
new East-care No-Wax Tile line of sculptured reinforced
vinyl tiles Its thicker tougher and longer lasting Its resistant
to scull marks spills and stains Authentic wood graining realisticaly embossed into each 12 x 12 tile - gives it all
the richness and character of a natural hardwood floor
Random-width blocks and varied wood tones contribute to
the real wood look that lends a comfortable home-like
atmosphere to any room This beautiful versatile floor is
available in two natural wood finishes Walnut and Pecan
Designed for residential use Inlaid Wood is available in
famous Peel and Stick self-adhesive and non-adhesive back
tiles Approximate retail price 89 cents per square toot

Danny M.Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8. Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

0
A distinctive, random look pattern has been achieved in
Alcoa Building Products s new Random Oak (TM)aluminum
siding with PVC coating tips available in White and six colors.

Roof Inspection Now
QUALITY
Could Avert Hasty
MERCHANDISE..
Reroofing Later
DISCOUNT

le

Here's the Answer Eg

among consumers that all furrutures kits are not crested
equal, according to Foley
Among sonic of the features to
watch for when choosing a kit

Improved Ranges Save
Energy, Time and Money
you re cooking with
gas!" is an expression used
to indicate that someone is
doing the right thing. With
today's energy-efficient gas
kitchen ranges. America's
cooks can be sure they're
doing a lot of things right.
Such as saving energy. And
time. And money.
Gas has long been the preferred energy for cooking.
Professional chefs demand

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

has been a growing awareness

If that spot on the In
room
ceiling keeps appearing after
continual repainting. obviously painting isn't the solution.
A water spot oftentimes
is the sign of a leak . On your
ceiling it may mean a problem with the roof. If this is
the case, that leak may be
doing considerably more
damage to your.home that
merely discoloring the ceiling.
Ifs water damaged wood
deck and roof supports are
ignored, rotting will cause
extensive structural damage.
which could be expensive to
repair. Stored items in the
auk could he ruined and
insulation lose its effectiveness. A thorough inspection
if the roof and attic, could
mean the difference between
ornple repairs ?Me of renalIng later
If your roof is relatively
new and a leak developes.
‘omething as minor as k4
missing or loose shingle could
Ix' the cause. Missing shingles
an he replaced and loose
diIngle% renailed. Even leaks
around valley and chimney
fleshings or a rOund air vents
can usually be repaired easily .
On the other hand, if the
leak is a result of roof damage
tired by a severe storm or

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt Insurance

by falling objects - such as
branches from nearby trees
- the extent of the damage
will determine whether the
roof can be repaired or will
need to be replaced.
If Our niof is okl and badly
weathered,a single leak may
only he a prelude to major
and serious roofing problems.
Repairs may postpone reroof ing. hut the only thing to do
with a worn and ineffective
roof is to replace it.
If reroofing is in order
make-sure you select a roof
ing material that offers duna
hility, safety and lasting pr'
tection.
Today's three-dimensional
asphalt shingles are a good
example of such a building
material. They offer long
lasting.low-maintenance pro
tection as well as fire resist
ance.
Available in a variety of
colors, including popular
Carthione shades of beige.
huff and brown, three-dimensional asphalt shingles
provide a multi-layered appearance that enhances the
extenor beauty of any home

'CRACKED
Cracked teacups and coffee
mugs can be used as planters.

• MO

Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
Reasonable! Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.

King-Landolt
The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore
Phase 7534355
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I Sleets, Hammonds Second
I Time Picks On All-OVC Team

I
32

From AP,Staff Reports
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —
Sophomore Lamont Sleets of
Murray State joined two
Juniors and two seniors on the
All Ohio Valley Conference
t•ollege basketball team, conference officials announced
Monday.
Sleets, a 5-foot-10, 175 pound
guard from Eminence, Ky., is
a member of the All-OVC
team for the second straight
year.
During the past season, he
has averaged 16.1 points a
game while leading the
Racers in assists with 97 and
in free throw percentage at
78.6.
"It is a great feeling personally," Sleets said about be-

1444

ing named for the second tune
in his first two years, the first
time an MSU player has
achieved that distinction. "I
am just sorry the whole team
could not share this award
with me.
"I knew it would be hard
coming back this year and improving. I am proud of what I
have achieved and I sin proud
of the way the team has
played."
Joining Sleets as a secondtime All-OVC player is MSU
junior forward Kenney Hammonds, who has hit 54.8 percent of his field goals while
averaging 11.3 points and 6.4
rebounds a game. Hammonds,
who made the second team

this year, was the only
freshman on the team two
years ago.
The All-OVC first team aLso
includes Middle Tennessee.
State's Jerry Beck, a 6-7
junior from Danville, Va.:
Western Kentucky's Craig
McCormick,a 6-10 junior froni
Ottawa, 111.; Austin Peay's
Andrew Burton, a 6-3 seniot
from Chicago, and Eastei n
Kentucky's Tommy Baker, a
6-2 senior from Jeffersonville.
Ind.
The second team consists of
Rick Campbell of Middle Tennessee, Tony Wilson of
Western Kentucky, Roosevelt
Sanders of Austin Peay,
Wendell Bates of Akron and
Hammonds.

Lynn Is Picked For Third Year
LAURA LYNN

LAMONT SLEETS

KENNEY HAMMONDS

a

;

Murray State's All-Conference Selections
DeMatha Player Draws Praise From Faust

Arrington 21st To Sign With Murray State
Allan Arnngton, an AllMetropolitan and All-Prep
defensive back from DeMatha
High School in Hyattsville,
Md.. has become the 21st football recruit to sign a national
letter-of-intent with Murray
State University.
The 5-10, 170-pound Arrington earned three letters as
a regular in the DeMatha
defensive secondary and during those years played an instrumental role in helping his
team to records of 9-1, 10-1.
and 8-2.
Cincinnati Moeller High
School, generally regarded as
the top high school football
team in the nation, handed
DeMatha one of its two defeats
last season and Moeller coach
Gerry Faust now head coach
at Notre Dame) praised Arrington after the contest.
-He told one of our
assistants that Arrington was
the best player on the field
that night.'• said DeMatha
coach Jerry Franks. "In fact.
we played teams that had
wide receivers that went to
Penn State and Notre Dame,
and Arrington always was
assigned to cover them and in
every instance he shut them
Allan is extremely quick

and aggressive," added
Franks. "I would also classify
him as a very disciplined football player."
The All-Prep honor squad
includes the top players from

over 50 private high schools in
the Washington D.C. area and
the All-Metro team covers 162
area schools. Arrington was
selected all-county and allconference his senior season.

Clocked in 4.5 seconds over school defensive back I've
40 yards, Arrington was also seen in a long time," said Murthe regular punt and kickoff ray State coach Frank
return specialist for DeMatha. Reamer. -He knows how to
"He does the fundamental play the ball and he tackles exthings as well a's any high tremely well."

Murray State senior guard
Laura Lynn has been named
to the All Ohio Valley Conference women's basketball
team for the third straight
season.
Lynn joins OVC player of
the year Jeri Lynn Harper of
Tennessee Tech, Laurie
Heltsley of Western Kentucky,
Robin Hendrix of Middle Tennessee State, Donna Stephens
of Morehead State and Ester
Coleman of MTSU on the 198081 team.
"I am very proud," Lynn
said. "This is a nice honor.
-It has been harder and
harder each year. It means a
lot this year since I was a second team preseason selection."
Before being named to the
All-OVC team for the past

three seasons, Lynn had been
an honorable mention seleclion during her freshman
season.

Lynn finished her career at
Murray State as the school's
all-time leading scorer with
1,735 points.

Beck OVC Player Of
Year, Sleets Second
finish five behind Beck.
Gary Hooker, also of Murray State, was the 1979-1960 ki
rec
Bipiek
Beck,tfrom Danville, Va.,
averaged 17.4 points per game
for the Blue Raiders, win
fashioned an 18-8 record during the regular season to earn
a berth in this weekend's OVC
Basketball Tournament.
The juniore:'whilk Jed the
lit9.8 per
]eague in rebounding'
ference
game, also led the
in field goal accu . y,connecting on better than 60 percent
of his shots.
publishable banter with the
Beck becomes the third Midnewsmen,all his friends,
dle Tennessee player to win
Steinbrenner sat through ;. the honor. George Scroll won
long workout and then went tc the award for the 1974-1975
an adjacent field to watch season, while Tim Sisneros
Yankee hopefuls at batting shared the honor with Johnny
practice.
Britt of Western Kentucky the
'then he wandered back, following year.
stopped to talk to fans in the
Also receiving votes were
stands and signed 100 Andrew Burton, of Austin
autographs. He submitted to a Peay, Craig McCormick and
dozen interviews enroute
Tony Wilson, from Western
Spring, it's wonderful. Can Kentucky,and Tommy Baker,
fall be as serene?'• • •
of Eastern Kentucky.

NASHVILLE,Tenn. AP) —
Jerry Beck, a 6-foot-7 forward
from Middle Tennessee State,
is the Ohio Valley Conference
selection as Basketball Player
of the Year in balloting by
league coaches.
Lamont Sleets,„ of Murray
State, finished second in the
balloting for the second consecutive season. The
sophomore polled 17 points to

Yankees' Bronx Zoo Becoming Nice And Peaceful
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
AP — The so-called "Bronx
Zoo," a name given the New
York Yankee locker room by
the disgruntled Spa rky Lyle,
has turned into something
more resembling the weekly
'Ladies' Aid Society."
It's so nice and peaceful,
visitors look around and
wonder if they haven't
misread the compass.
Even the absence of Reggie
Jackson,
I-Stir-the-Drink
whose AWOL capers have
become routine, has failed tA,
ruffle the placid waters.
Boss George Steinbrenner is
setting the tone.
He's become Mr. Good Guy
— the benevolent despot. He's
smiling, shaking hands, passing out small personal
pleasantries and making all
his hired hands feel like it's

OUR FINAL

OXFORDS &
SLIP-ONS
Terrific buy. . . just in time for
Spring & Easter!
* ***
*****

*******
******* choose from a
selection of favorite styles —
built for long wear
*REGULAR '30.
$
Now Reduced to. . .

had

1

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

Steinbrenner referred to
Cerone as a -Bnitus" for his
betrayal of Yankee loyalty.
Young Cerone didn't know
what sort of a reception he'd
get when he got to camp. Then
on Saturday a parcel was
delivered to his locker.
It was a tee shirt. On the
back were imprinted instead
of numerals the big letters
Cerone's eyes popped wide
,pen. Who sent this? What
does it mean

Oregon State Falls One Point
Short Of Perfection In Voting
By TOM CANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
Perfect may be the only
word that can describe topranked Oregon State's season.
Well, almost.
Oregon State missed perfection by single point Monday
as Ralph Miller's cagers retained the No.1 ranking in The
Associated Press college
basketball poll. The Beavers,
20-0 and the only major
undefeated team in college
basketball, collected 60 of 61
first place votes and 1,219
points of a possible 1,220.
"One by eine we're accomplishing all the goals we
set for ourselves," Miller said
after Oregon. State defeated
No.13 UCLA 82-76 last Sunday
to clinch at least a tie for the
Pac 10 title.
Naturally I'm pleased,"
added Miller who is in his 11th
season at OSU. "I'd have to
say this is my best team at
Oregon State. We should be in
good shape for the (NC:AM
playoffs because we have used
a lot of people this year and
our players are pretty well
rested."
DePaul, Louisiana State and
Virginia — three teams that
also will have a say in the
NCAA tournament which is
less than two weeks away —
played musical chairs with the
next three positions.

a

Men's

•••••••=111,.

Christmas Eve.
They wonder whose stocking will be next to be filled.
Last weekend, it was the
team's popular young catcher,
_Rick Cerone, whom the Boss
blasted and called a
traitor for seeking and winning arbitration of his 1981
salary.
Cerone, who took over the
mask worn so long by Thurman Munson, received a raise
of $330,000 for a yearly
paycheck of $440,000 from the
generous arbitrator.

Unsmiling, Cerone tossed
The Yankees all gathered
around. Then they started the shirt on the top shelf.
When Steinbrenner came inlaughing.
-Don't you know?" said to camp Sunday to name Lou
president
Gene Michael, the Yankees' Saban the new club
and to be stood up by Reggie,
rookie skipper.
he owned up to his prank.
"Naw." said Cerone, "tell
'Why don't you wear it?" he
inc.''
yelled over to Cerone, dressMichael, with some help ing nearby.
-I intend to," replied the
from other Shakespearean
scholars in pin-stripes, dutiful- young catcher., One could
ly' described the assassination detect a ton's weight of conof Julius Caesar with the dy- cern lifting from Cerone's
ing Roman emperor gasping, shoulders.
"He's a good kid," George
-Et Tu,Brute.said as an aside, -He means
well. I like him."
unpredictable
Typical.
George.
It's a more relaxed, confident clubhouse.
Michael, the newest in a succond 10. North Carolina was
cession of Yankee skippers, is
12th, followed by UCLA, Ina quiet, soft-spoken man. He
diana, Arkansas, Illinois,
has to lean back in the swivel
Louisville, Brigham Young,
chair of his closet-sized office
Wyoming and Maryland.
and swap friendly, unLast week the Second 10 was
North Carolina, Wake Forest,
UCLA, Illinois, Brigham
Young, Indiana, Maryland,
Arkansas, Wichita State and
Louisville.
Wyoming is the only
newcomer to this week's Top
20, replacing Wichita State,
which has dropped three of its
last five games in slipping to
21-5 this season.
The final Associated Press
college basketball poll for the
1980-81 season will be conducted next week.

DePaul, which was ranked
fourth last week,took over the
No.2 slot as Louisiana State
and Virginia, Nos.2 and 3,
respectively, a week ago, slipped a notch after being upset.
DePaul, 20-1, collected the
other first-place vote and 1,148
points after victories over
Butler and Loyola of Chicago
last week. LSU, which held the
nation's longest winning
streak at 26 before being surprised by Kentucky 73-71 on
Sunday, picked up 1,044
points. Virginia, upset by
Wake Forest last Wednesday,
was six points farther back in
the No.4 position.
Arizona State and Notre
Dame held the fifth and sixth
positions. The Sun Devils, who
posted victories over Stanford
and California last week, had
944 points. The Irish, victors
over St. Francis, Pa., and
Dayton last week, got 871
points.
Kentucky moved up two
slots and took over the No.7
position with 864 points, while
Iowa retained the No.8 ranking with 834 points.
Utah, upset by Wyoming
last Saturday,slipped two notches and was ninth with 633
points, while Tennessee had
549 and rounded out the Top 10
for the second consecutive
week.
Wake Forest headed the Se-

Deadline For Bus
Is Noon Tomorrow
The deadline for anyone interested in a seat on the bus to
the Ohio Valley Conference
basketball tournament beginning in Bowling Green Friday
night is 12 p.m. tomorrow.

The price of a seat is $10, not
including the price of the
ticket to the game. For more
information, contact the
Athletic Promotions Office at
Murray State at 762-6800.

Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!

*****************************t
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For all your Travel Reservations Call
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
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*I
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*
*
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*
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*
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*
*
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American and International Traveltime :
*******************************
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6 Month Money
Market Certificate

12.%
The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper cop
ler compares to equipment cost
fli; 50% more
The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of matires
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make II' x fr
copies copy on both sides of
paper, and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels
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30 Month
Money Market
Certificate

See us For The Highest Possible
Interest On Money Market
Certificates at

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd. — Phone 759-1234
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MSU Student Takes Little Time To Make U.S. Bobsled Team

Atkinson Rises Above Detours

ries

Its DAVID HIBEITTTS
Sports Editor
Wariang against tune at a
pat .e that would I rustrate
most making the same attempt. Luid Atkinson III. a
business student and former
football player at Murray
State. fulfilled a rekindled
high school goal when he
became a member of the
United States bobsled leant
this winter.
Despite warnings front
some friends in Murray before
his departure for the trials in
Lake Placid. N.Y this past
January, Atkinson never imagined the risk that would
later take the life of one of the
drivers on the U.S. team at the
World Championships in Cortina d'Ampezzo. Italy.
Nor could he have aspired to
the lofty notion of joining the
team's number one driver as
his brakeman on the number
one team.
But Atkinson has never been
easily deterred from landing
in these vehicles of drama as
he has taken his uncanny ability for making his presence
known almost instantly
wherever he has gone.
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Just last S111111111T, in his
nonchalant manner, he
stumbled into the wrong party
in Los Angeles and ended up
trying out for the part of Tarzan opposite Bo Derek's Jane
In the upcoming movie.
Atkinson had taken off for
California in search of a 25th
anniversary for the Sigma Chi
chapter. Instead of finding the
one for the college crowd, he
wandered, while wearing a
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Although he almost decided
to leave and go to another party nearb% , Atkinson decided to
make the most of the mistake
when he ran into a table where
Jay Stewart, a former announcer for Let's Make A
Deal, and actor Roger Moore
were sitting.
When asked by the group
how he had happened to
wander into the wrong party,
Atkinson replied that he had
heard about the opening for
the Tartan part while flying
into California and thought he
would fit the mold.
Much to Atkinson's surprise, the group at the table
enjoyed his reply and then
began to take it seriously.
So, after donning the proper
loincloth and posing for still
photos, Atkinson finished fifth
in the running for the part.
Atkinson spent the rest of
the slimmer in California and
Colorado running and enjoying himself before returning to
help coach the linebackers on
the Murray State football
team this past fall. But the incredible part was still ahead.
Just as Hollywood had
received Atkinson, so would
Brent Rushlaw and the rest of
the U.S. team.
When Atkinson reached
Lake Placid, he did not even
have all the necessary equipment for making his trial run,
and he thought that boblsleds
still had steering wheels instead of ropes for guiding
them around turns.
But after a generous competitor loaned him some

shoes, Atkinson turned his
first -'push trial," the means
of narrowing the team to the
first six qualifiers. into a tune
of 2.31.
When I first heard it, 1
thought they were saying
Atkinson said. 'After
that, the guy who loaned Inc
the shoes took theni back."
But Atkinson continued to
hold his ground during his
other five chances las- a total
novice, he was given a total of
only six while the others were
able to take their top six from
a total of 121 and qualified for
the second team.
Due to Atkinson's comparatively young age and his
remarkable finish on only his
first attempt. Rushlaw, the
team's number one driver, offered him the spot as his
brakeman during the U.S.
team's competition between
the trials and the 1984 Winter
Olympics.
-We have a little loyalty
clause," Atkinson explained.
-He Rushlaw ) is a nice guy
who does* not look like an
athlete. Ettit he is fast, quick
and extremely intelligent.
-He reminds me a lot of
Frank Beainer 1Murray State
head football coach). I can
learn so much from him. The
coaches have informed me
that most brakemen demand
riding with Brent."
Not long before Atkinson
ever gave his impulsive idea
of being an Olympic athlete a
shot, he had been a member of
the MSU football team as-. a
tight end.
What befell Atkinson while

Top Twenty
By 11w Assainted Per,,,
The Top Twenty teams in The A.50.ated Press college basketball poll, with
fint-place votes in parentheses this season's records and total pants. Potnts
based on 3119413.17-161014-13-1211-10.9 8.7654424
11719
1. Oregon a 180,
50
25.1
1,148
2 DePaul LII
27-2
LOH
3. louisiana St.
ism
4. Virginia
34-2
944
5 Arizona SY.
22-3
871
6 Notre Dame
22-4
7 Krsitucky
22-4
1164
8. Iowa
214
834
9. Utah
633
243
10. Tennimee
206
649
536
II. Wake Foetal
225
12 North Canykna
57
485
166
475
13. UCLA
356
14. Indiana
196
IS Arkall.SW
308
226
1744
16 Illinois
196
271)
17. louisinlle
198
197
18 Bnaham Yaw
21.6
18 Wyoming
21-5
190
99
33 Maryland
188
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NBA Standings

11

B3 11w Assigiated Press
Eastern(oaference
10aa tit laymen
Pet, GB
1.1
I.
11)4
54 14
PhlaikAphia
112
776
Boston
52 5
612 121-.
41 01
New York
23
X'
456
31
Washington
.290
31 ft
New Jers,3
Central Divaskiii
,7z7
48 18
iwauko
37 5
.52 II'
Indiana
34 35
.493 15.,
lutago
.379 21
'Z, 41
Atlanta
3'73 73's
25 C
Cies eland
.246
17 52
Dens st
Western Carderenee
Midwest Divisitat
52
5 24
Nan Anions
4101. 11'.
.0 35
sisti
.4115 11'
33 IL
Kama, l'ity
424 IS:
72 38
Gene,
-362 St
25 44
llUsh
.147 34'2
10 58
tram.,,
Paedir Division
Phenix
50 11 '114
4',
.657
44 5
I en Angels,
015 14
01 :13
Portland
.493 15' 2
33 34
Golden State
rhceri
.30
37
448 18'
.426 01
Seattle
5 5
Monday's Games
La,,,', scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
AUanta at New York
I kb id at 1141twa
Roston at Tkillas
I.,,, .1oiteks at Kansas Cat
Ness Jersey at Chita.,
ashusgton at Utah
Indio. at Portland

NHL Standings
By The Assocrand Press
Campbell timferenre
Patrick Dhision
31 I. T GI, GAPS
N.Y. islanders
.18 17 10 le 218 86
Philadelphia
36 19 10 256 MI
(Wain,
31 21 12 256 1211 74
N.Y Hangers
24 31 10 .58 :57 58
Washington
19 28 16 2,31, 53 54
Smythe Division
St. I ARMS
38 13 14 2116219
thicago
5 27 12 52 260
Vancouver
II 5 17 236 239
Felnonton
21 32 10 203 260
fblar-ado
18 35 10 319 59
Winmpeg
7 49 12 1941.1 306
Wales Conference
INarris Olvlsion
36 18 10 276 186 82
Montreal
Los Angsdes
5 21 9 2E6 zas 79
5 33 9 245 211 59
Ibtlsbrgh
Hartfonl
17 31 16 55 299 51.
Detroit
18 32 13 15 256 49
Adana Divn
Fluffaio
10 14 19 252 194 79
Minnesota
19 M 14 223 14 72
lketon
29 24 10 51 127 68
Queer
M 29 13 244 375 57
Toronto
23 31 10 348 242 14,
Moodny's Gators
Patshrgh 5, Qletec 4
tim Angele.s 1. Tatra° 6
Tuesday's Carnes
Calgary at Washington
Edmonton at NY Islanders
Nylon at St.I outs
flartfon itt- Colorado

HONG KONG AP - Vitas Gerulada,,
Beat five-time Wimbledon champion Brien
Borg 6-4, 36, 6-4, 7.6 in an exhibition match
for his first victory over the Swede after 17
ismecullve Intim
GOLF
CITY OF LNDUS1125',Calif AP - Sally
little won her second ladies Prates/oral
Golf Association tournament at the year
when the ram-soaked wow° Olympta Gold
Classe was ended after 36 hoies
Little finished at 4-under-par 1171 good for
one-sinot victory over I.PGA Hall at I=aver
Kathy Whitworth and Ion Garbace, ani
won 62205 a. firstplace prize rnortey Second
place was worth $12.600 apiece.
Two strokes off the pace at 144 was Nancy
Lopez-Milton who won r.sco Be.
150 11-XlA player 48 11,, year, was alone at
145 and won 16,000
Rain canceled rounds on Satirday, Sir Amy and Monday
BOXING
EASTON,Pa, Al',- A 24-yearold boxer
died after 5pung into a coma following a
fight in a Pennsylvania
it. Goldin
Gloves tournament,authon
• d.
Brian- Fitzgerald of Urucntown, Pa, col.
1.5ed in the locker room at Easton High
School shortly after the 178-purd c15s sets
ended about 5 p.m Sunday He died of brain
injuries at 3 10 am. Monday at Easton
licripdal, said Nuthhamplon Canty Coroner Joseph F Reichel
Fitzgerald's death was the first in amateur
boring in the state. an-ceding to Francis
Walker, executive secretary of the Pennsyhania Athletic 6,1131311L.010. Waiter said
the comm.sion had begin an investigation
HOCKEY
NEW YORK LAP,- Center Kent Nilsson
Of the Calgary Flames, who lad consenitive
three-goal games. was named National
Hockey league Player of the Week He totaled nine points or his two big games and had
eight goals ars1 eight iinsist', in his last for
contest,

Boys Top 15
IFJUN13T41N. Ky. 1.4P1 - Hue 'art'
the 15 ranked teams us the fural Assocatetl Press brys basketball p el. with
firs.I-0We votes in parenthmis. meets
and total points
76.71101
1. Lex Bryan Station I0
2 Lou Central 213 128
3. tat Nksare 19-1 121
4 North Hardin 214 118
0 Tex Tales Creek 24,5 112
6. Lex Henry Clay 21-5 96
7. Marshall Co 242 81
.5-3
80
9. flay Co 27-1 54
10 I ex I afayelle 19-9 47
11 Breathitt Co 261 45
12 Gansille 21.6 13
13. I aurel Co 224 37
14 Bid Tilghman 250 15
15 Pulaski Co
t 15
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1st in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III

• Compact Integrated Design
With Built-In 12" Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop
• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your
Own Programs For Business
Personal Use
• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs

From
RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10.000

$999

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES. COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
A DIVISION OF TARDY CORPORATION
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PRICES

since he has been in Murray
'Coach i Miker Gottfried
always told me that I would be
a millionaire,' Atkinson kidded.
Atkinson is also thankful he
has had the interest and help
of the people in Murray., including those whom he likens
to his -surrogate parents,A.W.$11111110115 and Dick Stout
"I am glad I came here."
Atkinson said. -The people
are so friendly.
' I knew that if I was half as
good as I thought i recnated
eighth in the country from
Rock Valley Junior College u:'
Atkinson said, "I could be a
big fish in a little pond."
Perhaps his spot on the U.S.
team is not what Atkinson envisioned when he first came to
Murray. but he is doing what
so many sitting in front of a
television yearn for but never
attempt.
From his days of admiring
Rod Milburn, an Olympic
hurler, and participating in
the same sport with Hank
Steinbrenner, the son of New
York Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner, at Culver High
School, Atkinson has made his
fortunes happen.
-1 hope to get an Olympic
medal," Atkinson said about
his plans for improvement.
hope to have the opportunity
to be in the Olympics and
represent the United States.
-1 know I am faster now
than when I started. My goal
is to become the fastest on the
team and ride with Rushlaw
all the time.
"I am not a quitter; 1 guess I
am just stubborn."

_ dik

•

OVERCOMING INEXPERIENCE AND DOUBTS - Murray State student toid Atkinson
III became a member of the United States bobsled team during the Olympics trials at
Like Placid, N.Y.

Jackson Not Only One Having Problems

Sports In Brief
By 15- Associated Press
TENNIS
1AJS ANGELES AP - Martina
Narrations, the tournament's highesa seeded player after Tracy Austtfl snthdrew.overpowered Kate Latham 6.4, 6-2 in the $150.000
Avon Chimpionshps of Lou Angeles
w omen's tennis tournament.
.1ustut sidelined for almost two month,
because ti a united nerve in her Iasi announced she was triable to play in the lairnarnent
In other 6rst-round play, Beth Herr downed Ghyus Coles of Great Britain 6.2,6.5: Zina
Garrison whpped Kim Sands 6-2, 3.6, 6.0,
Julie Harnrigton beat Stacy Margolin 64,07,
7-5, and Marren lane was awarded her
match against Susan In, of Australia when
Leo was forced to withirraw after injuring
her left foot leo had won the first set 6-land
loSt the second 74.
Butch Waits defeated
IDENVER 1API
Steve Denton 7.6. 6.7, 7-6 in a first mind
match cf the 8125.030 Grated Bank Tenn.
(las.
In other matches. Bruce Marison ousted
Chris Mayotte 7.6, 6.0: Nick Say tan°
defeated John Hay es63,06.6-3. John Austo
breezed by Juan Farrow 6-1, 6-3, and Feed
Tat gan downed bath African Renard Milton 64, 1-6, 6-.1

he was a member of the MSU
team was one of the few knots
in his long string of successes.
Playing on the perilous punt
return team, he tore a ligament in his knee and was told
his football playing days were
finished.
Atkinson's athletic drive
would not allow hint to waver,
however, in his belief that he
could still play although he
would not contest the decision.
He has been just as toughminded about the hazardous
final curve from which he
escaped with ice burns to his
shoulder but which left
Rushlaw with a concussion
and JIM Morgan, Rushlaw's
replacement as the number
one driver, as a stunning
fatality.
"Someone said that Jim
needed a doctor." Atkinson
said about the stunned reaction. "We laughed and kidded
that he needed to have his
head examined.
-When we got to the bottom
of the course, it was
unbelievable. He had caught
his head on the railing.
"It seems it always to take a
death before anyone takes any
action.•"
Atkinson remains practical
about his own future in the
sport despite what he has
witnessed in such a short time.
-I trust Brent," he said
about being with an experienced driver. -I feel safe with
him."
Although he comes from the
faraway town of Portage,
Wisconsin. Atkinson has gained the highest expectations of
those who have guided him

Barr, Marshall, Bench Creating Sparks

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Reggie Jackson of the New
York Yankees isn't the only
one having problems with
management these days.
Jim Barr is creating sparks,
too, not to mention Mike Marshall and Johnny Bench.
While Jackson, the
Yankees' prodigal soil, was
expected to be back in camp
today after two AWOL days
and $5,000 worth of fines,
Barr, Marshall and Bench all
continue to create some kind
of animosity with their respective teams.
Barr incurred the wrath of
the California Angels by participating without permission
in a charity game at the
University of CaliforniaRiverside last month. The 33year-old righthander missed
much of the 1980 season with
tendinitis in his pitching
shoulder, and club officials
felt he could have aggravated
the injury in the game at
Riverside.
The Angels barred the pitcher from their training camp
in Palm Springs, Calif., until
he felt fit to throw. When Barr
called Angels General
Manager Buzzie Bavazi over
the weekend and informed
him he was ready, the pitcher
was allowed back into camp
Monday.
However, the Angels said
they were pursuing the
possibility of placing him on
the disqualified list for breach
of contract for taking part in
the game at Riverside. Barr's
salary of $250.000 a year expires after the 1982 season.
"They're just trying to void
my contract," said Barr, who
had a 1-4 record with a 5.56
earned run average in limited
action last season. "I made a
mistake by not asking for club
permission to play in the
game, butt that clause is in
every contract. There are people always playing in these
games, and I can't believe
they all bother to get permission."
MeanWhile. Marshall, a
veteran right-hander, said he
would not report to the Minnesota Twins for the 1981
season and is seeking a new
career as a universityteacher. He was upset with
what he called the "oppressive attitude" of management.
"The front office is
overbearing, oppressive and
basically stupid," said Marshall.
Particularly at odds with
Twins owner Calvin Griffith,
Marshall said he had hoped
that Griffith would call him
"to convince me it would be
enjoyable and worth my while
to play for them."

The Twins have already
paid Marshall $300.000 for
1981, per terms of concluding
his guaranteed three-year
contract.
Bench also was the picture
of disenchantment in the Cincinnati Reds'camp in Tampa,
Fla. He doesn't think the Reds
want him to finish his major
league career with them,
"It is obvious to me now that
the Reds have no intention of
offering me another contract
now or at the end of the
season," said Bench. "They
expect me to play through the
1982 season F when his current
contract expires) and then
walk away. I'm in the same
position that Pete Rose was in.
They simply didn't want to
sign him, and now they don't
want to sign me."
Rose left the Reds after a
long and illustrious career in

Cincinnati to join the
Philadelphia Phillies after the
1978 season.
Meanwhile, it was business
as usual for Jackson, who
seems ta be followed by controversy wherever he goes or doesn't go. Due at the
Yankee camp in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,on Sunday, Jackson
was delayed by personal
business in California.
His absence resulted in a
$2,500-per-day fine levied by
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner, but Jackson said he
might fight the fine through
the players association.
"I'm a 13-year player." he
said. "I've been a player rep. I
know all the rules. I can
always file a grievance."
Jackson also told the New
York Daily News that he
believed he had previously
received permission from

Smith, Eaves On Metro Team
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API Derek Smith and Jerry Eaves
of conference champion
Louisville and Virginia Tech's
Dale Solomon, the league's
leading scorer, have been
named to the All-Metro Conference basketball team, according to Metro Commissioner Larry Albtis.

Smith and Eaves helped
17th-ranked Louisville win 11
of 12 conference games on the
way to the Metro's regular
season title, while Solomastled
all scorers with a 21,1
average_
Also named to the first team
were David Burns of St. Louis
arid Paul Thompson of Tula ne

Stembrenner to arrive a day
or two after the rest of the
team.
In other developments,
Houston Astros center fielder
Cesar Cedeno returned to
Houston so doctors could
recheck the injured right
ankle he suffered in the National League championship
series last October. He
reportedf to spring training
five days ahead of schedule
and developed pain in . the
ankle while running in
weekend workouts.
The Toronto Blue 'Jays announced that relief pitchers
John Montague and Dave

Tomlin have been signed t•
minor league contracts wit1t
the American League tlab -s
Syracuse affiliate in the International League.
The Reds announced th,
signing, of three pitchers to
leftoneyear contracts handers Charlie Leibrandt
and Joe Price, who were with
Cincinnati last season, anti
righthander Scott Brown, whim
was with the Reds' top farm
club in Indianapolis.
Orlando Gonzalez, acquired
by the Oakland A's midway
through the 1980 season. was
released by the America!:
League club Monday

BIG K
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

$ 9988
1 1 -H.P.
Tractor Mower
By Murray-Ohio
Model 36337 Reg. 899.88
Quantities Limited
No Rainchecks

REOPENING
THURSDAY,MARCH 5

Sue Er Charlie's
Restaurant
Serving Those
Famous
Fish Dinners
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

t
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Open 7 Days A Week
Highway 68 Et 80 At Aurora
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* At The Movies witt
(Iteuleiews CM Current A4oeles At Murray Thnuetres)
$y KENT FORRESTER

I wasn t prepared to efitv
Ordinary Prop/e,even if it did
gel
nominated for six
Ai,adt'itiy Awards. including a
Rest Picture award
That title. for goodness
sake' Makes the movie sound
so slow, so talky. so grown-up
So ordinary, as a matter of
fact. When I go to the movies.
I want to see extraordinary
things I want to be moved by
Victorian elephant men, awed
by men in altered states.
cheered by Angie Dickinson in
the shower, scared by:
maniacs and beasties, shocked by tasteless satire If I
wanted to see ordinary people
and domestic dramas, I would
stay home and watch my wife
and kids
If Ordinary People
resembles something you
might see as a tv movie, it's
not surprising TV is always
making movies about -ordinary people because there
are no sets to construct, no exotic locations to travel to, no

expensive costuming. no armies of extras to rent. In sum.
tv is fund of ordinary people
movies because they can be
made at an acceptable entertainment level very cheaply
Happily . though Ordinary
People is tv -like in its subject
matter. it is extraordinarily
well made
And that, of
course, makes all the difference A badly -made movie
with an elephant man, Angie
Dickinson, a maniac, and a
beashe all taking a shower in
the same stall could, I suppose, be a bore. 11 don't really
believe that, but you see the
point, don't you' 1 At any rate,
as I tell my students in writing
classes, a trip to the dentist
can be made interesting if it is
communicated with precision,
clarity, and imagination.
Nevertheless_ the producer
took a risk when he' hired
Mary Tyler Moore - who
would naturally remind potential moviegoers of Ordinary
People's resemblance to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 Damage
5 Pig
6 Some

poets

12 Appellation
of Athena
13 Mineral
14 Man's name
15 Retaken:1
17 interefere
19 Rockne
?0 Litt _
1 Liquefy
?3 Fattier

5 Scuttle
Aosaver to Monday's Puzzle
6 Coniunction
7 Jewel
PACA
tILE
•
8 Sonar s kin
A 00C COOL 1313 A
9 Whirlpools
151001:1 OUCUDD S
10 Cronies
11 Pintail duck
CUOMO IMO
16 Lampreys
UCU 120 CCU
18 Great Lake
CU CUM= C A
•
22 Savor
UC U0 CU
23 Cicatrices
24 Drinking vessel
ClUO IDOUCIDC
25 Employ
0CIUUUOU UOUU •
27 Shoshonean
UV DOM OULI
29 Recompense
ALE
ANNE
ASIA
30 - Lincoln
35 Review
36 Vend
lions
aldry
37 Scruff
43 Pueblo Indi- 47 Profound
38 Strike out
an
49 Cry
40 Silly ones
44 Algerian port 50 Stitch
42 Conflagra46 Grafted Her- 53 Suffice

uc
ulidcaluda

24 Hint
26 Gravy
28 Resort
31 Pronoun
32 As written
Mus
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sonicithIng Wade fur TY. As a
matter of fact, the role that
Moore plays resembles her old
MTM Show persona The
movie industry thought well
enough of it to give her a Best
Actress nomination.
She deserves it. She's
especially effective as a cold
and rigidly conventional
the kind of
housewife
woman who insists that
napkin rings be used for family dinners. When her favonte
son dies, she worries about
whether husband's light blue
shirt is appropriate for the
funeral

clarity
But the heart of the motile
Ordiaary People is an inconcerns her surviving son, telligent and thoughtful exwho is drowned by guilt for
surviving the boat accident
that killed his older brother
Unfortunately, he is his
mother's son, as tightly under
control as she is
He
desperately needs for his
mother to reach out to him,
loll she is unable to She's not
the kind of person. she tells
her husband, who goes around
hugging people.
Ordinary People is as much
control as the
characters Although almost

under

amination of how an ordinary
family begins to come apart
when confronted by the death
of a son It's about the
unreasonable emit that death
leaws to the stirs is ors Its
about how the smothering of
emotional pain also sill, diet
other feelings
Ordinary People is a very
tame It It ((Adams no nudity,
fit) explicit violence It got that
R because of coarse language
and candid dialogue between
the boy and his psychiatrist.

Understanding epilepsy

to?

dental hygiene problems. It is
important that you never stop
your medicine abruptly Sudden withdrawal can cause
severe repeated seizures. If
your dosage needs to be
decreased or stopped, it
should be done gradually,
under your doctor's supervision.
Since you are having a
problem understanding your
physician, you may particularly need The Health Letter
number 10-8. Epilepsy You
Can Have It Too, which I am
sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
Because of automobile accidents alone there are many
new cases of epilepsy each
year.
You can have normal children and live a normal, useful
life with epilepsy. Some of the
great figures of history have
had it
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband takes vitamin pills,
not on the doctor's orders. He
takes vitamin B-12, lecithin

and rutin. Will these vitamins
help or hurt him?
DEAR READER - In reasonable amounts these are
unlikely to make much difference either way. Unless he has
a deficiency of intrinsic factor
from the stomach, which is
necessary to absorb B-12, he
should be getting enough from
a balanced diet. But if he is
deficient in intrinsic factor,
the B-12 by mouth will not be
absorbed.
Lecithin will be digested
like all other fats. If he is deficient in choline, the choline in
lecithin might be useful. But
again if he is on a proper diet.
he already gets enough
choline. And the body can
manufacture choline.
Rutin has been used in the
past, with the thought that it
might decrease the tendency
of small vessels to break. It is
present in many plants. For
people who want to take a
vitamin pill just to be sure
they are getting adequate
vitamins, any of the all-purpose once a day preparations
will do. Women in the
childbearing years might
want one containing iron.

DEAR READER - Dilantin is one of the most effective
medicines used to control epileptic seizures. It has been
used for a long time. There
are other medicines that can
also be used If your seizures
are not controlled at first, you
should understand that it
sometimes takes awhile to
find the right combination and
the right amount for some
patients. It is often a trial and
error procedure.
There are many side effects
of Dilantin that can occur.
Fortunately, they don't occur
very often. One of the side
effects is to cause liver
damage, which is why you
will be getting a liver test.
Your doctors may want to
know what level of Dilantin
you have in your blood to be
sure the right amount is being
absorbed in your system
Occasionally, Dilantin affects
the production of white blood
Drake
cells and the small platelets
that are related to blood clottF
FOR
FraliCe5
WEDNESDAY,MARCH 4, 1981
ing.
What kind of day will tomor- in your social plans and you'll
You need to know that
have a wonderful time. Both
Dilantin often causes an row be? To find out what the friends
and loved ones seek
increased growth of the gingi- stars say, read the forecast
your
company.
va (gums) around the teeth. given for your birth Sign.
TAURUS
You'll need to make a greater
ARIES
Apr. 20 toMay 201
effort and enlist the aid of (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
A business talk has imporyour dentist to help you avoid
Be sure to include close ties

11

TREAT IT AS
YOU WOULD A
NEW-BORN CHILD

WHICH IT 15 BECAUSE
I JUST WROTE IT
TkI5 MORNING

LONG DISTANCE
YOU DIDN'T PUT A
STRING ON THIS CAN 1-TELEPHONE --THIS IS A
RUBBER BAND )

tant financial ramifications. A
good tune for talks with
higher-ups. Follow through on
work commitments.

GEMINI

nor-

( May 21 to June 20)
Talks with lawyers and advisers are favored. Include
loved ones in your travel
plans. Romance becomes
serious now.Seek stability.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 0
0
Talks with bank officials are
favored. Don't worry about
oasts. You'll get the financial
backing you need. Trust your
hunches.
LEO

(July 23 to Aug. 221
Make the most of your
creative potentials. Sign up
for courses. A collaborative
effort will succeed. Consult

„„,„. C ,w,slowed fprIvre Sn..cm• wx.
WHAT
ARE
THOSE

PON'T YOU
KNOW WHAT
MEATBALLS
LOOK LIKE?

with close ties now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept. 221 UP Lt$
Don't let opportunity slip
away. Modify your thinking, if
necessary. See the larger picture. Finances should improve
now!

ORGANIC /ARMING Experiment with organic farming in

SUPPOSE YOU WERE
SITTING HERE
INSTEAD OF ME

GOO,YOU'RE AN EVIL
MAN. YOU BROUGHT CRIME
10 JUNGLE TRAILG..WHERE
IT DIDN'T
EXIST,„

WHAT WOULD

YOU HAVE "›

ruth Graves 20 acres 41
rode Dannean Far
in 602 Serramonte Marietta
GA 33067 or call 4049/I
0858
Programmer Analyst B S on
Computo Science or B S in
Business with romputor experience Must know RPG
language and be familiar with
IBM GSD systems Call Action
Personnel, /53-6532

FOR RENT

proceeds

&Isom Power Boll tog
Splutter by day or job
Operator available. AN
hordwood
stovewood
for sae S 25.00 per
rick. Coll 75311351

Bill's Fish Market
Catfish
Whole
Steaks
Boneless

$1.70 lb
SIM lb.
$1.49 lb

607 5 4tli

753-9311

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built
portable
buildings Call 753-0984
4

AL'S SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Couplet* Arto
Repair. free Lube with
oil and filter change.
753- 7896.

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appeor
on the dote you specify you must
adhere to the following deodlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Neon the day before in
order to oppeor in the neat days
poper with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by.
10 a.m.on Saturday.
To hove on ad cancelled before
publication you will need to con.
tact us by 81•481. that
morning
In order for it nut
to oppeo- in
that days edition

looking for &Bargain Try Norman's Curiosity Shop in Hardin
Open Thursday, friday and
Saturday 9 5

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News.
Society
and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may

be reached on 7531916 and 753.1917.

BIBLE CALL
What About Marijuana?
- 759-4444. Bible Story
- 759-4445.

14Want To Buy
200 Amp or more service pole
tor house trailer 759-4019
Used air-conditioner, Call 753
9104 days or 753-1551 nights
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
'after 5 pm

15. Articles For Sale
Air operated floor jack, 5000
capacity, Coca Cola
machine, set of mag wheels
Call 753-8606 or 753-9997
Fingerling catfish, taking
orders now for March delivery
Call 753-6487 or 753-5693,
Like new, Craig AM-FM stereo.
8-track, turn table, and
speakers $125 Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo. 8-track, turn
table, and speakers. $50. Also
a small coffee table. $10. Call
753-8465
14. Runabout with 50 hp
motor: 1973 10 hp Gravely
lawn tractor, 40' mower. 40"
grader blade, electric start, 2
wheel cart: 42.000 BTU Singer
central air-conditioner unit
Calf 759-1621. •
Used office desks and chairs.
Call or see James Futrell at
753-7668 days, or 753-2394
nights. Can be seen at 405
South 4th St

16. Home Furnishings
For sale- Five drawer chest,
solid oak, excellent condition.
maple kitchen table and 4
chairs, one maple end table.
and one pair of large table
lamps Call 153-7907 after 4
pm

DIVORCE
-God hates it!"
Mark 10:84
Answer

For sale Hercuion lore sear alio
sofa fair condition $50 Call
atter 4 pm, 1S3-7214
Sears KenrnMe waShei and
dryer heavy duty set harvest
gold late model good condi

n
5301
S
.3ma5
ll uplight freezer
olion
o7
good condition Call /53-5209
Used couches and chairs new
couch, gas stove table and
chairs Call 759-459:'

IT:Vacuum CleanetS
Electrolux Sales and Service
ony Montgomery. 753-6760

ent

175 A/C tractor. 1600 hours. 4
row John Deere planter, 5' Ford
chisel plow. 11 ft. Tuff Lino
disk. 4 row cultivator 100
gallon stainless spray tank Call
436-2269 after 6 pm.
470 Case tractor for sale. 8
grader blade. Call 489-2164.
4000 Ford new rear tires. good
condition, $2750 753-1873.
One 4000 bushel Butler grain
bin Call 753-3139.

2O"Sorts Equipment
Minnows, 3 dozen for $1 00.
Nightcrawlers $1 19 dozen
Crappie rigs, 3 for $1 19 East
Y Grocery, /53-8786
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
met', lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store 9
miles west of Hopkinsville Junction KY 164-117 Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914

22. Musical
New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments Clayton's, 753-7575.

per

304 Main

KINGINS
Foe
Calloway County
(look
May Primary

6. Help

Wanted

t xpenenced cook, apply in person ONLY Fern Terrace lodge,
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray
Marketmg Position Nationwide
travel. expenses paid, salary
negotiable $15-20.000 range
Requires B S it Marketing
Business. or Accounting Call
Action Personnel. 753-6532

ERCITEME

t.v game
lion of g
435-4150,
Need to
receiver.
Acoustic
watt cape
month old
Used ice
All types. !
pm

Wood for s

12x58 SI
mostly fu
753-8417
pm•
Two 1971
informatic
1974,
bedrooms
furnished,
Call after •
42-s6I, T4
hilly furl
and strap
seen at Fc
or call 75:
1975. 12)
washer. d
Serious
753-5867

March and

April.

includes

recom•

payable to Agronomy Club. 762-3328.

753 8298

VOTE FOR

Dune Bur
with top a
tires. go
1873.

12x65
bedroom,
0069 afte
Mobile h
condition.
5414.

Applied Science Building). Make checks

SUMMER STAFF POSITIONS
M.S.U. UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Applications being accepted for staff positions in the
Murray State University Upward ,Bound Summer
Program.
A six week highly concentrated, non-traditional
educational residence experience. Begins May 31 and
closes July 12, 1981. Salaries controlled by Federal
guidelines. Program dependent upon federol allocations.
Upward Bound students ore selected local Purchase
Area high school students who range from promoted 9th
graders through 1981 high school graduates.
Applications are being occepted until March 31,
1981, for the following positions:

BILLY JOE

24. Mis

1 2 x/0
Town hous
bath. net
gas. 437-4

Agricultural Dept.(Second floor, North,

CARTER STUDIO "

Phi

1974 IX
home. 24:
ed or unf
with basi
Very eas
Phone I.
1974, 12)
gas heat
underpinr
6613.

mendation. Bring samples to M.S.U.
We can copy and tronsform
prints into light or heavy oils •

&P

27TIN

soil testing service

sample

Kellg

New, 19
767-6155.
Wanted - R
take up n
25- colt
Clayton's,
Wanted r
take up so
on color
7575

old. Must sell for balance due or monthly
payment. All in excellent condition and
under warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

Operated by M.S.U. Agronomy Club.
$2

ALL

2-6:1V1

817 Paris Rd.
Mayfield KY 42066

months of

take up sr
on like n
rarity 75::

Just received back, 3
pianos, less than yew

LUCKY STRIKE SALVAGE

during

Case ant
condition
8 pm tot
New and
and organ
across tn
Paris TN

Upright piano, $50. 753-2392.

SPECIAL
Martin•Senour Paint
Exterior Laytex $6.99 gal,
Interior laytex $5.99 gal.

Lawn & Garden

22. Mu
Baldwin

2-5:81
0
HODGE'S
to 6 PM,
by appoint

90 lb. roll roofing, 6.95 per roll; 60 lb. lop roofing,
$4.95 per roll; asphalt roof shingles, $14.95 per
square; brick $75 per 1000; /
1
2 inch plywood, $5.95
per sheet; 5/8 particle board, $3.49 per sheet; 8 foot
214, 69' each; wood molding, 5' per limier foot; door
slabs, 52 each; storm doors, $9.95 each; fiberglass
tub and shower units, $99.95; marble top vanity complete with faucets, $39.95; commodes, 539.95 each;
32 gallon hot water heater, 599.95; complete line of
plumbing supplies; prelim:mg interior doors, $36.95;
electric baseboard heaters, $11.90; 10,000 sheets of
paneling reduced! Hundreds of other items! Come and
aye!!

For sale Complete print shop
including A B Dick offt
press, folding machine. 0)lator Simple Simon camera.
A.13. Dick plate burner. stapling
machine twin heads. art table
Addressograph addressing
machine
Graphotype
typewriter. 5.000 frames. Ideal
for religious print shop or two •
person commercial print shop.
Also assorted supplies Call
759-4600

LIBRA

.ft_nE
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I Make important decisions
regarding children's welfare.
Be willing to allot enough time
for a creative project. Enjoy
romantic opportunity.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rkelr
.
Take a family member into
your confidence. Time by
yourself allows you to come up
with important new ideas. Invite others over.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 211
A small difference of opinion with a friend will be
resolved satisfactorily. You're
convincing now. Others will
see your point of view.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 191 Afi
This should be a lucky day
for you. Expand your horizons
regarding career interests.
Think big! Financial discussions bring luck.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Publishing and academic interests are favored. Meetings
with advisers prove fortunate.
You're articulate now, and an
effective spokesman.
PISCES
Feb 19 to Mar. 20) )(C.1
A private chat with a loved
one will bring good results.
Overcome self-doubt In your
ability to manage your financial affairs.

16. Home Furnishings

6-.14141 Wanted

2. Notice

Eiloie [acts Free Store for the

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I was
recently put on Dilantin for
what the doctors diagnosed as
epilepsy I am a 22-year-old
female and had no problems
before now My doctor says I
must have a blood test every
three months and a test that
has something to do with my
liver My doctor is foreignborn and 1 find it hard to
understand him. Could you
please tell me what the side
effects of Dilantin are and
what I have to look forward

PALE 13

needy /594600

Your Individual
Horoscope

kil

24 La
i

two hours long, the movie has
no fat It is directed bydlohen
ecision and
Redford with

'Ordinary People'

28/Ai
10x40,
home, lo
private lc
$120 dep
Iwo be
clean mol
ty depos
rent. No r
Iwo bedn
$50 depv
highway
753-5405
Two trail
Murray.
Deposit
quired , it

TEACHING FACULTY

2 moth
5 Communications Teachers
1 Social Science (history-civ ic 51
(2 Reading Specialist)
1 Art
(2 Speech and Drama)
1 Environmental Science
(2 English I Developmental}

Iwo mol
bedroom.
acre lot.
ray Call)
Iwo bedr
rent, I2x
4592.

Kentucky secondary teaching certificates preferred
RESIDENT ADVISORS
Must be willing to live in dormitory and work split shifts

and weekends. College upperclassmen or graduates,
should have a college G.P . A of 2.5 or higher
SUMMER RECREATION LEADER

Must work evenings and weekends. Help with some instruction in recreational physicatly active sports
Prepare all summer schedules of recreational activities
Upward loon/
Morroy State University
Gatlin Neese

16th I. Nantilten

Murray, Kentucky 42071
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22. Musical

its- 34. Houses For Rent
Ir. MitTromileT-

Baldwin grand piano Ebony
case and stool, immaculate
condition Call 247-3068 after
8 pm for details.
New and used Baldwin piano
ind organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
Paris TN
Wanted -Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under waranty 75375/5

Two bedroom trailer very
clean approximately 2'2 miles
on 641 South No pets 7538436 after 5 pm
Two bedroom trailer near Murray.no pets Call 489-2611

possession
Immediate
redecorated house cook stove
no pets
near Murray
References deposit $150
1537551

30. Business Rental

room

23. Exterminating
ALL BUGS CALL

od

'in

10

'St

a
J.st
no
9

IC

5

ght
)po
so
hly
75

_

Mlal
Warehouse
Stern's Space
Fee Rent
753-47S8

32. Apts. For Rent

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray 753-4109
Iclu • 111de r•
Apartment for rent, close to
Kelley's Termite
University, $79 per month Call
753-9138 or 753-5292
L Pest Control
Duplex for rent, all kitchen apPiN) 753-3914 ,
pliances. central heat and air.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2431
24. Miscellaneous
For rent 2 bedroom apartDune Buggy, fiberglass body ments at Embassey 753-3530
with top and side curtins, wide or 753-4331 after 5 pm.
tires, good condition, 15318/3.
_ MUR-CAL
EXCITEMENT GALORE! Atari
" APARTMENTS
t si game with superb collecNorthwood Dr.
tion of game cartridges Call
Murray, KY
435-4150
1, 2 and 3 bedroom
Need to sale! Sanyo stereo
apartments,
hanreceiver. $150. One pair
dicapped units. ApAcoustic phase speakers, 85
plications available at
watt capacity, $150 each, 1
month old Call 753-6652
The Village
Used ice machine clearance.
641 North
All types. 502-554-5090 after 4
Dan Miler Office
pm
Equal
Wood for sale 436-2758
Noosing Opportunity

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM For reot 2 bedroom apartment
to 6 PM, nights and Saturdays available immediately 1539240
by appointment 759-1425
Furnished apartments I or 2
26. TV-Radio
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
New, 19 inch colt t v $150 Zimmerman Apartments South
761-6155.
16th 753-6609
Wanted Responsible person to Furnished
I
bedroom,
take up monthly payments on carpeting and air, one block
25- color to., warranted from University. $110 per monClayton's, 753-7575.
th 759-4538.
Wanted responsible party to For rent. 3 room furnished
take up small monthly payment apartment, carpeted, garbage
on color t.v. Warranted. 753- disposal, lots of closets_ Can be
7515
seen at Owen Food Market,
27. Mobile Home Sales 1407 W Main.
1974 Double wide mobile New 2 bedroom duplex,
home. 2446, partially furnish- deposit all kitchen appliances
ed or unfurnished, All electric No pets $275 per:month 753with baseboard electric heat, 0814
Very easily heated. $7500. Newly
redecorated,
2
Phone 1-354-6217.
bedrooms. utility and garage,
1974, 1240, Hillcrest, central reasonable rent Call 492-8594
gas heat and air-conditioning, alter 6 pm
underpinned.„4ath deck. 753- One bedroom apartment, fur6613.
nished, next to Fairgrounds,
home. 121 North, air-conditioned. No
12)00 Mobile
Townhouse, 2 bedroom. Pri pets. Singles preferred. 753bath, new carpet, electric or 3139.
gas. 437-4955,
One bedroom furnished apart12x65 Mobile home
3 ment. low utlities 753-3949.
bedroom, IL? bath Call 753- One bedroom furnished apart0069 after 430 pm
ment, close to University, Call
Mobile home. 12'45'. good after 3 pm. 753-7418.
condition, $4400. Owner, 436- See duplex to appreciate 'ex5414_
tras' 1906 Greenbrier Road, 2
I2x58 Scheville, 2 bedroom Bedrooms, furnished kitchen,
mostly furnished $3800 Call carpet, storage, washer and
753-8417 between 8 and 4 dryer hookups, deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit, lease.
pm
$750 a month 753-5791 or
Two 1971 Wheeler, 1242 For 753-2649 for appointment
information call 753-7737
Two bedroom townhouse apart1974, 12x65 Trailer. 2 ment
Carpet.
range.
bedrooms 2 baths completely refrigerator, disposal, washer
furnished $5000 or best offer. dryer hookup, central heat and
Call after 4 pm 753-6709
air. Call 753-7559 or 153-4241, Two bedroom, 2 bath, 1550.
fully furnished, underpinned Three bedroom duplex,
and strapped $4600 Can be Fireplace, full bath, heat
seen at Fox Meadows. No E-11 pump, refrigerators, garbage
or call 753-7827
disposal, and stove. Call 7531975. 12X60 Viking, furnished, 5791.
washer, dryer. and dishwasher. Two bedroom furnished apartSerious inquiries only. Call ment. couples or may have one
753-5867.
child, $150 per month_ water
28-.-Mob. Home Rents furnished, central gas heat, no
10x40. all electric, mobile pets. available March 7th. Call
home, located in Murray on 753-1203.
-.1tooms for Rent
private lot, $120 per month. 33
$120 deposit. Call 753-9829
Room for rent, one block from
two bedrooms, furnished, University. girls. 753-6933 or
clean mobile home. $75 securi- 753-1812.
ty deposit, $150 per month 3411ouses For Rent
rent. No pets. Call 753-4808.
Four bedroom house, one block
Two bedroom water furnished from University. Call 753-9J38
$50 deposit $90 per month, y 753-5292.
highway 121 South Phone
Nice 2 or 3 bedroom house on
753-5405
Poplar Street near Carter
Iwo traileis, 3 miles east of Schwa! Rent with or without
Murray, Water furnished, appliances Ai C and disposal
Deposit and references re- Garage for storage and large
quired 753-4120 or 753-2455. parking area $100 deposit. no
two mobile homes One 1 lease, $270 per month Call
bedroom. one 2 bedroom. 3 759-1020 evenings
acre lot w miles east of Mur- Two bedroom house, stove and
ray Call 753-5793. • 2
refrigerator furnished deposit
Iwo bedroom house trailer for required $175 month ,close to
rent 1200 $150 rent 759- college Call 753-2967 after 5
11111
4592

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
Factory Direct • Coast to Cant
Iwo Beaty & Lowest Prices
Professional Services - Easy Terms
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, Th.
Phone: 642-2211

)1, AVAII API

43-.41-1a Estate
9, Magnolia near the
h school is this
• autiful 4 bedroom
• ck home with double carport, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to TVA
standards.
Has
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively decorated
and the price has been
reduced for quick sale.

Three bedroom brick has large
that has been used as
beauty shop 753-4920
Three bedroom 4 miles west of
Murray on 94 garden spot
recently redecorated available
March 15 $225 Per month
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119

37. Livestock-Supplies
For rent Horse stalls Call 7594588 or 753-7637
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season
Three "Quiet, dear. Daddy's
stallions 753-6126
tax report."
Wanted 100 bales of hay,
delivered 4 miles.south of Murray 753-0662
43. Real Estate

umiers ..•SmaPpe•

working on his incom

43. Real Estate

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies 28 chimpions in 5
generations
Registered
American Eskimo puppies
502-5542153
AKC Basenp, female, 6 wee1.,
old, barkless dog $125 Ci
489-2457.
AKC Boxer at stud, proven sire.
Boxer puppies available in
April or May. 753-0347
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
pups $75 each Also at stud
black and white Cocker excellent record 753-0662
AKC registered Doberman puppies. Call 759-4588 or 7537637
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
436-2858

40. Produce

hiresssss lhow•Jopors, Roo
110411 molls to too this
norm,. Wool for sobdi•Isloy
L
d
at
W Ism•11
R••d
Rod
Elimpsor•orl Dri••, this
property whole properly
slo•olopoill shoed-A maks 2530 lots Swoosh keel...
wok*, this rood In,Pltm•f31
for the lotor• Coll today,

44,
0
114&10
.
0

Uncle lofil Coster 751-1707

FOR RENT
Five your old rustic
home. 3700 sq. ft
nestled in 14 wooded
acres in o secluded
area. Facility for
animals, fenced. See to
believe!!

JONES
FRUIT STAND

753-989S
•

305 S. 1 2t1i
753-3773

3.1

efor ISTAlf
& PROPIIIV MANA113/133111

Wear. now open 6' 2 days a
week, weather permitting.
Texas oranges, 18 lb. bogs,
Texas pink grapefruit, 18 lb.
Ings. Honda
nine ripe
tomatoes, lettuce, cabbage,
red
bell
peppers, red
potatoes,
cucumbers,
carrots, succini squash,
celery, onions, limes, lemons,
red and yellow apples, candy,
nuts, melons.
We have tire quality and
you can't beat ow price. We
honor food stamps. Later,

Saving Home...Gas heat
makes it so economical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home Come
see for yourself 3 bedrooms 2
baths study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kitchen with island, double ovens,
sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot Best of all . owner
financing available Offered by
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors .753-1492.

garden punts.

41. Public Sale
Sell one item or a hundred. Bring your salable items to New
Concord Auction Barn, Monday
through Saturday. Antique
items sold on the first Saturday
of the month. All else sold on
the third Saturday of the month. For information call 4365353.

43. Real Estate
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
Have you always wanted a
cabin on the lake, but a dream
house on the water lust cost
too much? Now you can afford
that luscious summer retreat or
live there all year round. This
custom built home- located
among the trees of your 5.5
acres features 3 bedrooms with
sauna. 2 baths, lush carpet,
sc-reened-rn- -porch, andfireplace There are already
dock facilities and a private
road. Guess what, You can
have all this and the lovely furniture too for a reduced price
of $59,500. Ready to move in?
Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

WWII/ InAlrr, rat.
TIN le•OPPs sm. 1100 • •••••••
'whom
oa1 sellers

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RKREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
'Free'' Catalog
STROUT BEATTY
b.I faro Maw

ACREAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately 13',
acres for sale only 5
miles west of Murray
on the Butterwort11
Road. Lovely setting
with 2 ponds, some
acreage in woods and
some in pasture.
Fresh on the market ideal location. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the information.
ASSUMABLE
VA LOAN
Economic, roomy
home with beige colored vinyl siding,
aluminum eaves, and
. new roof. You can
'really be an energy
fighter because the
central gas heat,has a
new wood furnace as
an auxiliary to the
main system. Price
just reduced $4000 to
$30,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperod Realty, for all the information.

I

fey*.

p.

15%

Rf

753-1222
MONEY MAKER
Rental income property only 3 blocks
from the University.
Property consists of
one large building with
five rental units. All
seven (snits have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is $540
per month. Priced at
$43,000, through Kopperrid Realty.
SLIP INTO
SOMETHING
COMFORTABLE
Like this three
bedroom
brick
charmer on quiet
residential
street.
Owners have just
vacated property, so
you can move right in.
Attractive home at an
attractive price. Price
reduced 'to $41,850,
Contact
Kopperint
Realty, 411 Main i
Murray.

St

IhiS IS
Neat .,chools Neal
churches _Near grocery.. Low
maintenance
bills Gas
,neat. .Fireplace• 3
bedrooms...yrice? Low
$305. Give us'a call today at
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs. Realtors

I
I

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

• • Prufessiona I Services
will TheFriendl) Touch-

BETTER BUY!!
Good location - close to
shopping. Remodeled
1 1-2 story brick home
with big comfortable
rooms - 2 large
bedrooms down, 2
bedrooms up. Located
in Hazel on a 75 x 140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and garden
area. Very affordable
at just $29,900. Take
action -call today!!
r

753-8080

Cash Discount

on doctors prescriptions.
Vitamin Headquarters in Murray
A full service drug store since 1905
SA& Maio
Phsoo 753-1231

I

0

304N 12th

Morr•y Sy 42071

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Grocery store with all
stock and equipment
well established
business), 2 car clean
up shop now rented, 2
-"nso7s
r
htsrsecond floor 3 Br.,
Insurance
apts. with appliances,
Real Estate
gasoline
SIX
business.
Seutloside (pert Sq. )
Located in town on
Nanny, Kentucky
busy
highway. An ex753-4451
cellent opportunity
Call today for details
and private
nspection.

Dale & Stubblefield
We offer a

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7533144

PRICED TO SELL - TAKE YOUR
PICK. You can afford this
adorable starter home with 2
bedrooms on an acre lot
minutes from town. It's completely redecorated with new
carpet, wallpaper. paint and
plumbing. Just $21,300.
ANOTHER BARGAIN. Only
p. $13,500. This 3 bedroom home
p. features extra large rooms and
p. a huge attic on acre lot. Call
Spann Realty Associates. 7537724

Iii Cold•oref fa
lawny, fy

753-0186

Am.
- 434 3431
Pr3ence IA.- 753 ins
Lova.• law- 753 UPI
310D1.1 - 153 3043
T.K.,313•••••13t, Illortweet
751,1734
5.,4 •••••••••reller

753-1222
Lib. MOIL

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate

Exquisite is the word
for this large 4
bedroom home on 2
acres. Has everything.
Wood
burning
fireplace insert heats
entire home. Has 3'2
baths, family room
and large rec. room.
Live like a millionaire
but on a lot less. Must
see to appreciate.

EXCEPTIONAL HOME r This home has been exceptionally well maintained, has vinyl siding, recently
carpeted. 4-1 tip top super duper, unbelieveoble condition, washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator, and dishwasher stays; central electric heat and air, large lot
and priced at only 535,000.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION LOAN APPLICANTS:
This three (3) bedroom brick home will qualify for a
Farmers Home Administration loon. It is priced below
$30,000 and owner needs to sell badly. Interest subsidy applicants should take particular notice of this offering. Other features include large lot with outstanding gorden space, convenient location, good floor
plan. Give us a call for you to see this house at your
convenience.
ELEVEN PERCENT (11 %) INTEREST: If you are waiting
for the interest rates to fall before you go home hunting we can offer those lower rotes to you today. We
have owner financing at eleven percent 11 1 % I interest to offer on a three 131 bedroom brick within
walking distance of the M.S.U. campus. Over 2,100
square feet and offered in the low forty's. This house
is pr'r-,ed to sell and has the added plus of low interest
rotes plus no closing costs. If you wont a bargain call
us today

John C.
Neubauer, Realtor
753-7531 (Off.) 753-0101
1111 Sycamore St
Murray, Ky.

44. Lots For Sale
FOR SALE: Lakeview and
waterfront lots on Kentucky Lake. Also waterfront and lokeview lots
on Barkley Loire at
Donaldson Bay. Owner
will finance. See or call
Kynois McClure, 4365812.

FOR SALE
Lot in Panorama Shores,
lake.
overlooking
Water, septk tank, and
driveway already in.
Owner will finance. Coll
753-5405.

46. Homes For Sale

50. Used Trucks

By owner Three bedroom
brick two baths walk in
closets and much storage
throughout Insulated to TVA
standards Priced in the $50's
For appointment call 753
2937

straight
1964
shift short bed new topper
good condition Call 7519181
or 753-8124

Off
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 7532310 for free estimate

52. Boats and Motors

Licensed electrician and gas in
heating installation
22 Ft sailboat 502-554-5090 stallation.
and repairs. Call 753 7203
Three bedroom older home after 4 pm
located on Ohre Street gas
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
heat large garden spot priced 15 Fiberglass 65 Evinrude underpinning roofs wittyi
474-2712
Call
$1500
in low $20s 15397/5
patio awnings. and house type
Polarcraft 14 heavy duty wide
Three bedroom brick one block deep Jon boat $275 Phone roof's for mobile homes. 7531873. Jack Glover
from University large kitchen 489 2595
Need work on your trees? Topp
family room with lots of
efe
ing. pruning shaping corn
cabinets utility room with 53. Services
washer -dryer
hookup ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or plete removal and more Cal.
aluminum storm doors and vinyl siding and trim BOYER'S TREE SERVICE tcr
storm windows insulation in Aluminum trim for brick professional tree care. 751
walls and ceiling Firm cash houses Jack Glover 753-1873 8536.
price in 540's or can be financ
Professional
painting.
ed for qualified buyer For ap- Bob's Home Improvement Ser- paperhanging. paneling Comvice
Remodeling.
painting,
ceor
pointment phone 753-5791
ment work, general home mercial or residential. 20 years
753-2649
maintenance and inspections experience Free estimates,
759-1987
Two bedroom country home Free estimates 7534501
with 2 to 10 acres outSharpen hand saws and skit(
brick
work.
Concrete
and-block,
buildings, and shop Call 474Basements, driveways, storm saws Call 753-4656
2337
cellars, porches. 20 years ex- Wet basement? We make wet
47. Motorcycles
perience 753-544.
basements dry work complete,
198Q CX-500 Custom Honda, COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN ly guarenteed Call or write
bla4, with, adjustable back SHOP Lawnmowers Roto- Morgan Construction Co
est. low miles, excellent con- tillers, chain saws expertly Route 2. Box 4094. Paducah
dition, $2150. Call 753-8257.
repaired Pickup and delivery KY 42001. or call day or night
For sale. 1977 750 Honda available. 489-2853. 8 AM to 5 1442-7026
Super Sport, 9.000 miles, new PM.
tires, excellent condition. Custom made redwood patio
51300. 753-9507.
furniture, chairs, chaise,
For any type of car1976 Honda. 6000 miles, extra tables stools plant stands
good shape. $500. Call 435- 753-7477.
pentry
work,
4398.
Do all types of plumbing. large
residential or com1980 Honda Express II. best of- or small lobs. all work guarmercial, see Kynois
nanteed. 5 years experience.
'e; Phone 759-1158.
or Jimmy McClure.
753-5360
MX-250 Honda, 1976 runs
489-2697 or 436good. $400 or best offer. Call Fence sales at Sears now Call
5812.
Sears, 753-2310 for free
after 4 pm. 753-6709.,
estimate for your needs.
48. Auto. Services
General home repair, 15 years
Delta
aluminum
mw-box
20'
experience in carpentry.
with hydraulic lift gate, has masonary, plumbing. roofing.
roll-up back door. $1500. Call and siding Free estimates. no Will do plumbing heating
carpentry, and roofing 153Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
job too small. Call 474-2276
2211
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73 Guttering by Sears. Sears conVolkswagen bumper, S20, tinous gutters installed per Will haul driveway white rock
Toyota, Datsun, Opal, Capris. your specifications. Call Sears and Ag lime also have au *.yde
el.
of brown or white pee
and Fiat and Simco parts. Call 753-2310 for free estimate.
II
Also do backhoe work
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday.
K & K Stump Removal. Do you Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Friday
need stumps removed from 753-6763.
49. Used Cars
your yard or land cleared of Warning, Don't read this unless
1978 Buick LeSabre, one stumps? We can remove you're in need of 'roofing,
owner 32,000 actual miles stumps up to 24- below the carpentry, or electrical work
Call 474-2337
ground leaving only sawdust New of repair. All guaranteed.
1976 Chevrolet, high mileage, and chips. Call for free Call Joe. 753-9226 for free
extra clean power steering, estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 estimate.
brakes. windows. locks. $2000. or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
We do housecleaning and we
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore •
have references 753-8209 or
II
You will like our large selec
153/187
1974 Classic Caprice. clean
tion of quality frames.
1976 GMC pickup, excellent
56.-Free Column
a CARTER STUDIO
condition. Phone 247-3224 •
Free' Puppies. half Collie and
Puryear.
304 Morn
753 8200
half German Shepherd. 6
•
1978 Chevrolet Chevette
weeks old. Call 436-2456
30.000 miles AM-FM tape
player. Keystone mag wheels
$2800 Call 489.2814

1

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

For
Sale

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Cormawaty Center)

1979 Monte Carlo, Landau, white on burgundy; 1979 Mork IV, Cartier, white on burgundy; lake front cubist,
loading romp end dock.
Coll 753-4647 after 7
P•Kl•

p.

•

1974 Caprice, one owner, local
car. all options. low miles.
1970 Chevelle. 2-door hardtop.
focal car, in very good condi, tion 753-3942.
__Int Grand Prix,.one owner,
cruise. tape, au, power very
clean Call 354-6278 after 5
Pm
1974 Plymouth Satalite
Custom small V8 4-door, ex
cellent condition Call 753
1419
1963 Studebaker Lark. 48.000
miles, good condition Can be
seen at 2115 Gatesborough.
1979 Tbird, T-top, loaded, best
offer. must sell. Call 753-9710

50. Used Trucks
72 Chev. Tandem
Dump Truck. 79
Ford F-150 4x4.
753-5699.

1974 Chevy Tandem dump
with new tires 'Take over
patMents or best offer 753/261
FarmiToi&aTe
1971 Ford '4 ton pickup
180 Acre row crop farm. 130 48 000 miles 1977 YI 100
acres tillable. Call 474-2337.
Yamaha motorbike 753 9393
Farmland for rent. Call after 5
pm. 474-8829 ,
FOR SALE
463Ton
-lifTs Or Sale
979 Ford F•150 4
For sale Furnished, year round
keel drive. Call 753cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff
699.
Shores Kitchen. living Min,
,ind large sundech on first floor
.pvel, bedroom bath, and front 1979 Ford 4-wheel drive low
sundeck on second Moor Pric mileage Call 435-4392
et to sell in the 520's. in
clotting range, refrigerator air- For sale 1977 Ford 1100 ac" conditioner, new 40 gallon tual miles 753-6415
water heater. Special discount 1971s International truck van,
for cash or can be financed if 106 model good condiyou qualify Shown by appornl-- tion price $299595 Call (901)
men only Phone 753-5791 v. 642,7190 ask for extension 45
753-2649.
or 37

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

MR.ED'S
ONE STOP
FIsloissig Moose Foe Soh!
Rao EAR oast et Murray on 1111.1twory 94 East

Fishing Roth
$4.95-524.95
Minnows
3 Dozen 51.25
Small Coolers, 12 Pk
59.95 1
Boat Cushions fancy
........... 57.50
Commercial Dip Nets
$4.95
Minnow Buckets
$1.25-$5.95
Insilated Coveralls
$25.99
160 Pair Gym Shorts
$210
61 Gun Cases
$12.95
Bow & Arrows
$10.95
30 Life Jackets C 68.
$6.25
Plastic Fishing Worms Card
49'
Swivel Boat Sean Fiberglass
$850
75 I-Shirts
5219 & up
Sweat Suits
$14.95
Boat Oars ..............
. 58.00
35 Boat Anchors 10 Lb.
$850
75 Rolls Rope
(heap!
Assorted Fish Hooks
Cheap!
Tackle Boxes
Assorted 54.00-520.00
Tennis Shoes 70 Pairs Converse
$10.95
200 Assorted Caps & Hats .
$1.89
Fishing Lines & Fly Lines........ . . 5016.95
Reels
53.49-510.95
Life Vests (.G.A.
$8.95
Coleman Camper Stoves
$29.95
Igloo Coolers, 48 Of.
$20.60
One 22' Camper Nide Self-Contained
$3,000.00
Rainwear All kinds And Sizes
Many Other Items!!
Cluck Our Grocery Items
Whole Milk
52.25
Maxwell House Collet
Sag $1.88
Maxwell Howse, Folger's Cal
$2.00
Shop At

MR. ED'S and
BE AHEAD!
Al Wet Fined. NA !aim Chock.,
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Deaths & Funerals
Mrs Nettie Clark
Mrs. Anderson Is
Rites Wednesday
G. E. Hollowell
Oies; Funeral To
Dead
At
Age Of 69 For Mrs. Tabers
Dies At Princeton
le Held Wednesday George Edmon Hollowell,
Mrs. Daisy Anderson,
rites for Mrs
tit
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stepfather of Mrs. Sue Spann
of Murray, died Sunday at 5
a.m, at his home in Princeton.
He w as a retired mail carrier_
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lula Thompson
. Hollowell; one daughter, Mrs.
I.-eland Stovall, Eddyville; two
stepdaughters. Mrs.[Axle Satterfield, Caldwell County, and
Mrs. Sue Spann, Murray; two
gramichildreh; two great
grandchildren; five step
grandchildren:0:e step great
grandchildren; two sisters;
tjiree brother*.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Morgan Funeral Home,
Princeton, with the Rev.
Wallis Gray and the Rev.
Plallip Baysinger officiating.
Burial will follow in the Cedar
IIIIICeilleter there.

Mrs. John Irvin
Dies At Hospital
144,01elit Fm
11r7; Stfibillefiefd
s Joel
\ I :sow 'di field of
.te ; t
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I Nils.- Hollis1.yrotilet., Roy
firdrl Route

Mrs. John T. lAva Neil) Irvin (if Mayfield Route 1 died
Stinday at 10:24 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was 58 years of age and a
former employee of the Merit
Clothing Company.
. Survivors include her husband; four sisters — Miss
Lillie Mae Crittendon,
Mayfield Route 1, Mrs. Irene
Bivens, Murray, Mrs. Ida
Copeland, Wingo Route 1, and
Mrs. Laverne Scoggins,
Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Ed Taylor and the Rev. Pete
Carlisle officiating. Burial will.
follow in Poyner's Chapel'
Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Hog Market

7
,1 ,1 4.11"i1'1
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1 I htlf ton,

•411 4ftv1441.44.7.

NI,'.
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.-, loices
111:1,s,. roll at the Battle
Atle !he Horn in 1876.

Vedrial-State Markel Sews Service
March 3, 1981
Kentucky Porchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 3 Buying Stations
Receipt, Act. 143 Est. AO Barrows &
Gills .5(5.75 lower Sows stead!,
us 1-2 210-240 lbs.
Q9.00-39.50
5 2210-25011x.
US 2-3210-200 lbs.
. $37.75-38 75
US34 230-270 lbs
Sows
U.S LK! 270-3501bs.
1.13.0045.0u
US 1-3 300450 lbs
03400-2600
US 1-3 430-300 lbs
$36.00-3700
US 1-3 30043011.
. Q7.00-38 OD
stone 39.00
US 2-3 300-50016s
$33 00-34.101
Roars 2800-25(10

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

mother of Mrs. Marie Kimbro
of Murray,died Friday at 3:30
pin at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term She was 69 years of age
and a resident of 210 Irvine
Street, Paris, Tenn.
Born April 19, 1911, in Carroll County, Tenn.,she was the
daughter of the late Millard
and Lillie Servone Carey. She
was a member of the Bird's
Creek Baptist Church. Her
husband, Lalphus Anderson,
to whom sue was married for
53 years, preceded her in
death on Sept. 11, 1980. One
son, Lloyd Anderson, died in
1968.
Survivors include three
daughters — Mrs. Marie Kimbro, Murray, Miss Melba
Anderson, Boliver, Tenn., and
Miss Virginia Anderson,
Paris, Tenn.; one son, Charles
Anderson, Paris, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Mildred Burton
and Mrs. Emma Markham,
Nashville, Tenn.; 14 grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
The funeral was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with John Hedge
officiating.
Pallbearers were Ronnie
Kimbro, Leon Fowler, Roy
Anderson, Clifford Grissom,
Wade Herndon, and Alvis
Fowler. Burial was in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery there.

Funeral Is Monday
For Bill Grugett
The funeral for Willie ( Bill)
Grugett of Almo Route 1 was
held Monday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts and the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White officiating. Music was by Milton
Gresham, soloist, and
Margaret Wilkins, organist.
Pallbearers were William
Miller, James Haley, Bernard
Starks, Clint Greer, J. D.
Waldrop, and Joe Nelson.
Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Grugett, 65, died Friday
at 5:50 p.m.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Irene .Buchanan
Grugett; one *daughter, Mrs.
Don Roach, and one granddaughter, Joy Roach, Murray; one son, Larry Grugett,
Almo Route 1: three sisters
and one brother.

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$"700

Stock Market
CASH
BONUS

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

CX)

CASH

BONUS

ON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
7C3 "61'

641 South, Murray
GM QUALITY
WIV10E PARTS

1

28NSPAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
o m local time today. furnished by First
of Michigan Corp , of Murray
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
t;eneral Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodneh
Goodyear
Golf Oil
ileublien. .
I B.M.
Jeruco
Smart

Kuhn,, Big K
Penwall
44naker Oats
Texaco
.
1:5, Tobacc,,...
Wendy's_
'

We Accept Viso
Master Charge
layawhys Available

Bel Air Decor
Center
Phone 753-3642

Bel Air Shopping

49'n

40
;

21 4.A

Fund....17.04

Store Hours
7 a.m. till 5.00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
7 a.m. 12 p.m. Saturday

We Still Have Good Choice Of
Thomas Light Fixtures After
Selling,Several Hundreds Of Them

CLOSING OUT SALE!
•

44 -. 4 4
44.line
294 4
$1'. *
54i inc
204.um.
13 4-.
4
32',
50 our
22'.
26 * 4 ,4
IV. 4- 4,
39 .4
...... *
unc
. 204213 20,A
374, - 4,
Tradt,
i29`. .4,
42'. -4 ,
4

This Is Time To Buy
At Cost And Below Cost
$4,00
Some As Low As
F very Fixture Must Go At Some Price

Spring Paint Sale
Come In AO Check Our Prices
$ C95
Wall Paint As Low a
6al

Final
Irma
Pearl Tabers, widow of 1,:varuel
Tabers, will be held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m, at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Steven
Cobb, a nephew, officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Kirksey Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Tabers, 89, died Saturday at the Perry County
Hospital, Perryville, Mo.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Melvin
Stamm and Mrs. Ted Hampton; two sons, Robert Byron
Tabers and Avery Tabers; 12
grandchildren; 34 great
grandchildren; five great
great grandchildren.

Former Resident,
Mrs. Morris, Dies
Mrs. Ruby Morris, 81, a
former resident of the Kirksey
community, died on Feb. 23
while vacationing in Florida.
She was a resident of
Gaithersburg, Md., and was a
retired employee of the
government printing office in
Washington, D. C. She was the
widow of Espie Morris.
Survivors include four sons
— Howard, J. D., and Paul
Morris, Gaithersburg, Md.,
and Gene Morris, New York
City; one sister, Mrs. Ruth
Flood, Mayfield; one brother,
Guy Smith, Almo; 13 grandchildren; seven great grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services
were held in Laytonsville, Md.

Experimental Aircraft
Group Will Meet
An organizational meeting
for the Experimental Aircraft
Association of the Paris,
Tenn., chapter will be held
Thursday, March 5, at 7 p.m.
at the Henry County Airport,
13,aris, Tenn.
Membership is open to any
aviation enthusiast. For information contact Robert Miller
at 1-901-642-2171.

Ellie Brown Marries
Louisville Banker
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ellie Brown, former wife of
Gov. John Y. Brown, and
Citizens Fidelity Bank & Trust
Co. executive Frank Keener
recently married in a quiet
ceremony in Louisville, the
bank confirmed today.
The two were married Feb.
19, and have just returned
from a honeymoon in California, said bank spokesman
Debbie Carpenter.
Keener and the former Mrs.
Brown had been dating for
about 11
/
2 years,she said.
Mrs. Brown had filed for
divorce from her multimillionaire husband in 1976.
-SWINE DAY
The first annual Swine
Health Day will lit sponsored
by the Murray State Swine
Health Improvement Plan in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Veterinary' Medical Association from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Tuesday, March 3 in the
Mississippi Room of the
University Center at Murray
State University. The first annual Swine Health Day will be
sponsored for veterinary practitioners, swine producers and
related industry personnel.

Livestock Market
1.47U1SVILLE, Ky. API -- USDA
Cattle 1800, slaughter steers and heifers
steady cows 1182 higher. bulls steady.
calves and vealers steady, feeders
steady
Slaughter steers chose 1110-11165 Ito
6170-0200, mused good and choice 1045
lb 58 50, good 1096-12401b 51 08-7200.
Slaughter heifers good 770-1206 lb
49 75-57 00,
Slaughter rows commercial 38 0042 00. allay 41 0146 00, utility 46 004837. cutter 38 00-43 50, canner and cut
ter tinder 800 lb 34 964-3975.
Slaughter bulls 14001850 lb 32.00-53 00
2.1 1100-1595 lb 45 00-52 00.
Slaughter calves and vealers choir,
240-280 lb vealers 76.01-84 00. good 65 50.76.00, choice 340.410 lb calves 503004 50 feeder steers 200..100 lb 77 00-84 00
3015400 lb M 00-77 75. 400-500 lb 68 no75 00. 304600 lb 67 00-72 80, 600715 It
64 30-67 50. 72 head 669-683 lb 67 20-67 30.
300-500 lb 63 00-68 00, 500.700 lb 61 0067 IV, holstein., 350300 lb 7418-02 00, 590
075 lb 54 0040 25. 775025 lb 54 00-58 00.
heifers 306-500 lb 57 00-64 50. 500600 lb
56 0041 00. 48 head 637 11)61 00. 375-700 lb
50 50-57 DO.
Hogs MO, barrows anal gilts 75 1011er,
221074-000 It, 4001-40 15. 220-363 lb 1950.
40104, 2-3 2110-280 lb 38 75-39 50. sows 200
lower. 1-2 300400 lb 34 00-36 00, 400-430 It
36 00-37 no. 450-7108th 37109-,SO 00, 7,08-691.1
lb 39 0040 zs, boars ovoer 300 lb 41 11)3200. under 3C0 lb 25 01-3608
Sheep 25, untested

Brown Says Universities
Must Eliminate Programs
nent of higher education and noted that
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The
his budget for 1980-82 had significant instate's universities will have to
creases in funding for the slate's eight
eliminate some academic programs
universities. _
and reduce spending dramatically, atcording to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Higher education lost about $30
million frwii this year's budget when
"Everyone out there is protecting
their turf. They (universities) need taBrown chopped state spending $125
be open and flexible to eliminate those
million because if a revenue shortage.
programs that are not essential,"
"They themselves ( universities are
Brown told the Louisville Couriergoing to have to get their shop in
Journal in an interview Monday.
order...They always want to hold on to
-We've come to the point where we
everything they got arid add more. And
are going to have to do some conthat attitude and philosophy has to
solidating of programs and make our
change, especially with the projected
tax dollars go further,''Brown added.
decline in enrollment."
Earlier in the day Brown called
Brown acknowledged that it would be
higher education the state's ''biggest
crybaby" on budget cuts. He made the
remark at a news conference in which
he discussed the cutbacks necessary to
balance the 1981-82 budget.
Brown, saying the state will have to
make massive cutbacks in programs,
called for each tmiversity to excel in
certain programs, instead of trying to
duplicate programs offered on every
other campus.
"I feel like they are just all asking for
more money instead of addressing the
issue."
He specifically cited agriculture proBy HERBERT SPARROW
grams at several of the universities as
Associated Press Writer
unnecessary duplication.
FRANKFORT, Ky. I API — The state
"I'd like every college to specialize in
Board of Education has scheduled a
two or three areas of expertise, instead
special meeting March 13 to make a
of trying to be such broad colleges. I
decision on a boundary dispute between
think that's the only way we're going to
the Graves County and Mayfield Inmaximize our efficiency."
dependent school districts.
Brown said that he wasn't an oppoThe state board has been forced to
take action after the Graves County
board refused to go along with a compromise proposal recommended by the
_state board at its January meeting.
The state board today also accepted
the advice of its legal counsel that only
the nine members who were present at
• leRANKF'ORT. Ky. -- A Murray. auto
a December hearing on the controversy
dealership received a 120-day suspenbe allowed to vote on the final outcome.
sion due to odometer rollbacks at a reFour members of the state board
cent Motor Vehicle Dealer Board
were not present at the December
meeting.
meeting, at which both sides presented
The board approved an order from
their arguments.
Commissioner
Regulation
Vehicle
James Bunke to suspend the license of
Teddy Morris Auto Sale, Murray.
In other action by the board, Budget
Auto Sales, Louisville, received a 90day suspension for failure to transfer
vehicle registrations and Kirby's Auto
In one of the largest turnouts ever,
Sales, Pineville, lost its license due to
the Calloway County High School
criminal activities on the lot.
speech team placed secoud in the 75All orders were issued after hearings.
school Smokey Mountain Forensics InAmong the 64 permanent licenses apvitational Tournament last weekend.
plications for state dealerships approvThe fakers, participating in the toured by the board were Brandon Auto
nament for their third year, were
Sales.('hubby's Auto Mart...Smith Used
runners-up to the University of
Cars and Western Kentucky Auto Sales,
Breckinridge in the Gatlinburg,
Used
Herman's
all of Murray; and
event.
Cars, Hazel.
Over 1,200 students from Kentucky,
application by Thurmond Used
Ohio,- Tennessee, Michigan and West
Cars, Murray, was approved provided
Virginia competed for honors.
conditions set by the board are met.
Those placing for Calloway included
Applications denied by the board inMarcia Cunningham, second, Mike
cluded Morgan's Used Cars, Murray.
Jackson, fifth, original oratory; Earl

difficult for the universities to give up
any existing programs.
But, he %aid, -I think it's much easiei
for thew to be cooperative with the
t higher education ) council and viork
towards the direction of consolidation
so we'll have the dollars to build stroiig
programs.•'
Brown said professors' salaries,
aluch weren't affected in this year's
budget trimming, were at the top id the
list of exemptions from cuts.
Salary reductions, Brown said, would
be "a last resort" this year.
''They I professors ) are the ones that
make our colleges and schools w hit
they are.-

State Board To Rule
March 13 On Dispute
Of Mayfield, Graves
The board agreed to the special
meeting because only six of those nine
members were present at today's
regular meeting.
The Mayfield Independent school
board had agreed to the proposed compromise, which included forming a
local committee to study possible
merger of the two districts.
The Graves County board agreed to
the bulk of the proposals at a special
meeting Jan. 27, but rejected a prOposul
that would
have immediately
transferred a portion of the county
school district to the city district.
The state board still has before it for
consideration a petition from residents
of several areas that have been brought
within the Mayfield city limits by annexations, but romain in the county'
school district. Those residents want to
be included in the city school system.

Murray Auto
Dealer Gets
Suspension

CCHS Speech Team Is Second
In Smokey Forensics Tourney

SAVE

SAVE

Brown, third, after-dinner speaking;
and Jenise Boyd, fourth, externporaneolis speaking.
Qualifying for the semi-finals were
Kim Weatherford and Lanesa Jones,
original oratory; Cunningham, oral interpretation; Kenneth Futrell, extemporaneous speaking; Weatherford,
after-dinner speaking; and Sandy Jeffrey,solo acting.
The I.akers, defending state champions coached by Larry England, will
be preparing for the regionals, junior
varsity and varsity state -competition
and the nationals in Salt Lake City.

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good March 3 thru March 10
Turner Whole

Bunny Bread

Milk
$225

.
3 99

Gal.

16 Oz. Loaf

Edward

Potatoes
$276

Sausage
$1 18

20 Lb

Lb

Lynn Grove Large

Charles Chips

Eggs

69c

76c
Coke
Tab
or
Sprite

8 Pack
16 Os.
Plus
Deposit

Across From Murray Drive-In
So. 4th

948
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8
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